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intellect or the fervent American
revolutionary spirit.
More accurately, perhaps, students
should be asked their degree of
tiredness with A) our country's
President, and, B) demonstrating in
the face of non-recognition of our

editorial

Galloping

existence by the President. We have,
in a sense been quieted by the
realization that what we will do will
have no effect on anything and the
unchanging stubbornness of the
American society.
We have not yet gone back to

goldfish and panty raids, even
though there are those who feel '!'e
should (including some ~ew Mexico
legislators); even if we did .ret_urn to
Yesteryear, it would only sigmfy the
ultimate in galloping apathy· .
Sarah Lmdlaw

'Greetings, Sir-What, You May Ask, Am I Doing In This Crate? . .'
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with a vecy few oxooptiona beoau"'
"Our. budget reque<t
fo• a of gmduate programs. It would "'"
1...
.
money to adequately support such mamtenance of effort. Without the taxpayers money If graduate
1,0 • '. Unle" there "'C md.oal '"7"'"'ea
pro""""' is lacking. The report aald, <fXP""Sion, except fo• the libn><y, pmgrrum w"'e •ea,anged with the
m the
and populatiOn of
"based on population,
state funding is grossly emphasis on UNM as the major
base and comparison to
said Perovich.
graduate institution," said Springer.
New Mexw.o,, state government and
UNM offiCials agree graduate
states, it is apparent
only practical thing to do is "With 52 percent of the graduate
programs should not be expanded or
supports a disproportionat
to
r more money, continue to enrollment in New Mexico UNM
New Mexico's
will face
of institutions offering
levelt..\
programs and better use grants 46 percent of the
severe
cnses.
programs."
resourcoo we do have. The degrees and 74 percent of the
"Inst1tutions should not expand at
"Th
money we get now is insufficient and doctor's degrees," the report states.
the master's degree level for the next
k e freeze on gradua
grams we can't afford to keep on. We don't "A system of undergraduate schools
rna 1
At least a go slo'!' have the buildings, manpower or with UNM as the primary graduate
five years" and "there should be no
in
number of po Icy
11:ew programs Is library resources to support many institution could more effectively
mstltutwns offermg doctoral level reasonable, sard UNM
more students," added Kelley.
use the state's resources," added
programs until many factors in New ~chool Dean ~eorg~ P. Spnnger. He
Funding problems don't stop at Kelley.
;vrexico charrge . radically," sai? a 1s0 hsupjorte.d
just the unavailability of money. The
Duplications of graduate programs
'Study of Higher Education"
n
'
.
vwe,presi en method of funding an institution is at two or more of New Mexico's
for
to the for 1
and fi?anc:. It
also a primary factor. The BEF study universities is also eating up large
legislature
the JOmt efforts at .east give u_s time to regroup,
recommends a formula be developed amounts of state money. The
of representatives from all of the J?avid
of
general to provide for allocations based on report recommends that several
state's _univers.ities and the Board of library, said, we.would hke to have the academic level of a course and university boards of regents
the
quaht1 of graduate
involved, since some eliminate the duplications at all
Insufficient fundmg 1s one of the programs 111 the
,?ut that takes scIent if 1 c pro grams such as levels that now exist. UNM was not
problems faced by New Mexico's money we haven t got.
engineering require more money for included in the schools the BEF
graduate
UNM
"It costs eight times as much equipment than the social sciences asked to eliminate graduate
are determmed by BEF prediCtions money to financially support a need, and the higher the course level programs. Rather the report asked
of the number of full time students doctoral program than to educate the higher the cost.
that UNM continue its bachelors
. for the coming ye::U:. BEF students on the freshman level, and
"Unless we do get a funding program in general business,
predictiOns of enrollment mcreases master's programs cost four times as formula that would equitably accounting and finance, and
fell short by about 700 students. The much as freshman education," said distribute funds plus a willingness to marketing schools which are being
FTE method also does not take into Perovich. A reason for the great support graduate programs, we must phased out. The only undergraduate
account the type or level of courses d iff ere n c e in . c o s t is consider limiting enrollment or the program at UNM the report
offered, just the overall number of the professor-student ratio, which is quality of education at UNM will suggested to be discontinued is a
students enrolled. Because of BEF much lower for graduate classes than drop." said Springer. "We are now bachelor's level major of Classics.
In addition to eliminating
underestimations less money was undergraduate. The type of study funded through the FTE method
allocated to UNM than is actually resource material is another reason which is a program that doesn't duplicated programs at all degree
needed.
for graduate programs being more distinguish the difference in price of levels, the BEF report asks that no
The new UNM budget request expensive. Material resources are also educating a freshman and a Ph.D." more state universities be created
submitted to the state legislature was an important factor. "A lecture hall
"We are insufficiently supporting "until the population of New Mexico
$2 3, 8 8 3, 0 0 0, but the BEF is a lecture hall and the cost to use it many of our programs. It is amazing has at least doubled arrd resources
recommended UNM get only is the same if there are 60 we are hanging in there. We need a for adequate support are readily
$20,891,000.
undergraduates in the class or fiw funding formula worse than any available," since "addition of
The BEF has in effect frozen thE> students working towards a master's other state university because of our campuses would further dilute
creation of new graduate programs or Ph.D.," said Perovich.
explosive growth and great number already scarce resources."
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City WoJlleJz's Liberation:

FroJJl Mytlzs to Roots

"Cigarettes are like women- the
best ones are thin and rich" is one of
the more repulsive mediaperpetuated images of women. But
those who combat this image are
often portrayed as bra- burning,
venom- spewing, frustrated females.
Even though the sexual sell is a
national ethic, reaction to it varies
regionally. Just about every major
campus can boast of the women's
liberation movements it has fostered,
but few are at the same levels of
awareness and activity. Tactics
reflecting this consciousness range
from time consuming rap sessions to
attention - getting guerrilla theater.
While WITCH (Women's
International Terrorist Conspiracy
From Hell), a guerrilla theater group,
has followers in the larger cities of
New York, Los Angeles and Chicago,
NOW (National Organization of
Women), a more moderate women's
group, has a chapter in just about
every state. In New Mexico, NOW is
a relatively large organization with
the largest chapter in Albuquerque.
Acknowledgement of the
feminists on a national basis has
manifested itself in the" phenomenon
of men's lib groups and in the
addition of women's lib courses to
established curricula at such schools
as State University of New York at
Old Westbury, the New School,
Columbia and NYU. On the avant·
garde East coast, the myth of the
feminist as "the uptight bitch who
needs a good lay" has been clarified
somewhat, even to the point where
women's lib is becoming passe.
Preoccupation with the ecology
issue has taken the sexual role issue
off the front pages, explained
Albuquerque NOW member Pat
Blaine. Feminism seems to have lost
its novel appeal.
Despite the acceptance of
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un~versities
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At the close of the first semester it
has in the past been somewhat
appropriate for editors to comment
on recent events. But, as there have
been no recent events to comment
on there will be no comments on
th~m. Instead, there will be
comment on the non-comments on
student unrest.
Administrators and students have
shown a steadfast refusal to
speculate about the possibility of
further campus dissention; most
begin and end their remarks with,
"lt's still too cold to tell what could
happen, since everyone seems to do
something when the weather gets
warm." That may be an accurate
appraisal of either the college

By DEANNE STILLMAN

71 g,7 'b qBEF C

women's lib in certain sections of the
country, the feminist movement at
UN.i\1 is not yet in vogue and the
short history of women's lib at UNM
may account for its present status.
Women's lib follower Gloria Frym
explains the beginnings of the
relatively new movement on campus:
"The first women's lib group on
campus began in fall of 1969. Several
women responded to a request for a
group." At that time many major
East and West coast universitieis had
During the strike, "Men just wanted
to show off their virility. The little
woman should be at home waiting
for her man to return from the
front"-Blaine
comparatively established women's
lib groups. "Second semester,
because of more publicity, there was
more response for a women's
group," Frym said. "Nancy Adair
posted signs around campus to meet
at her house and I guess the
interested women showed up."
Originally the group was divided
into cadres, small groups for the
purpose of consciousness • raising.
Consciousness • raising is defined as a
discussion of role - related problems,
which hopefully demonstrate most
of the problems are not unique but
are social issues, Frym added.
"But women are at different levels
of consciousness - some feel they
are ready to take action and some
are just becoming aware of their
predicament," commented women's
lib follower Barbara Parker, who is
with the UNM group.
A central committee comprised of
one representative from each group
provided coordination for the cadres.
"Five or six cadres materialized, but
during the strike (last spring), the
movement kind of disintegrated.
Efforts were devoted elsewhere. We

tried to organize some of the
secretaries during the strike but they
weren't very receptive. They feel
very threatened," Frym stated.
"Many women define their lives
by what men like or dislike. That's
why they feel threatened," Blaine
said. "The general male reaction to
women's lib is negative because men
feel just as threatened. That's why
the media tends to laugh or to
discredit women's lib."
Though women's lib took a back
seat during the strike, assigned roles
couldn't have been more clearly
defined. "While themen were out
being male and confronting the
guard, the women were doing all the
shitwork," Blaine stated. "When the
guard appeared on campus, my
boyfriend told me to go home."
Another woman expressed the same
reaction to the strike situation:
"Men just wanted to show off their
virility. The little woman should be
at home waiting for her man to
return from the front."
Perhaps the acute role definition
underlined by the strike provided the
impetus for a more active movement
on campus this eyar. Parker outlined
the present strategy for dealing with
the problems confronting women:
"I don't think women really want to
be organized"-Frym
"First we want to organize faculty
women and graduate students. We
warrt to find out why there aren't
too marry women TA's in most
departments and why men are
accorded preference over women
applying for graduate school.
Second, we want to speak to high
school women. The whole
educational process really tracks men
arrd women into designated roles.
Also we want to do something about
the image of women created by
advertising- how we can effect
some sort of change."

' 'This fall we called our first
meeting and about 50-60 women
showed up. We broke into small
cadres which meet now on a weekly
basis. A lot of the cadres have
disintegrated," Frym said. "I don't
think women really want to be
organized."
But local organizing is not
confined to the campus. A women's
collective from Boston is presently
living in Albuquerque and
attempting to organize high school
women. When contacted by
telephone, collective members would
not discuss their activities or
philosophies. Several of the women
were out of town and The Lobo was
told ·the group prefers talking with
people as a group, not as individuals.
As there are no "presidents" for
most women's lib groups, direction
tends to come from within. "Many
wmen in the movement are in for
different reasons and their ultimate
goals differ radically," Blaine said.
Blaine at tributes difficulty in
organizing to "fear of losing what
little security women have. Because
so many things are couple - oriented,
a single women feels she must have a
man to be accepted. A superficial
relationship is better than no
relationshi'P at all," Blaine
commented. ·
Women involved in the movement
emphasize the idea that women, like
men, have their own lives to live.
"Why shouldn't a woman have a
career if she wants it- why is she
looked down upon by other
women?" asked Blaine. "Why are
aggressive men recognized as
go-getters while aggressive women
are said to have masculine
tendencies?"
But, "even more important than
dispelling these myths is getting to
the root of them," said Blaine.
"Women are constantly advised to be
a good little housewife, to keep her
man happy, to live a selfless, passive
!ife. "
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18- Year-Old Voting
Amendment Approved

l{

Construction on the People's Park located near Johnson Gym
began Tuesday with removal of the asphalt in a visitors parking lot.
(Several students, faculty and administrators were heard to say the
park should have been built on one particular faculty member's
parking spot rather than its current location.)

The New Mexico State Senate
Wednesday approved a proposed
constitutional amendment to
lower the voting age to 18 for all
elections.
The amendment had previously
been passed by the Hous<> and will
now be submitted to the votprs
for ratification. It d<;es not
require the govPmor's signature,
In order to be ratified,
howE>ver, thE' am!'ndmPnt must be
approved by at least thn•l•·fourths
of those voting and at ll'ast
iwo-thil·ds of those voting in l'ach
separat<> county. Should the
amendment receive the necessary
thrPe·fourths majority but fail to
gain the support of at least
two-thirds of the voters in just
one county then it. would fail.
(For exahlple, using Novembet·
1970 registration figures for
Harding County, the least
populous in the state, an adverse
vote of only 292 people would
kill the amendment even if every

McNerney, Hansen Vie for GSA Presidential Post

Graduate Student Association
(GSA) p1·esidential candidates
Bert Hansen and Kathy McNerney
are conducting a mild campaign,
their views 011 the major issues or
library reform and the needs of
graduate students being very
close. The winner will be the
GSA's second prcsidet1t.
Iloth McNel'ney and Hansen
cit.<' library improv!•ment and
strengthening of lh1• GSA bo?y as
two issues they arl:' Vttally
coneel'lwd about and hope to act
upon if l'l<'cicd to the prcsidl'tJcy.
MeN l'l'lll!Y is working on .her
Ph.D. in tiH• mod~·t·n and classical
languagt>s department. ~h<' ~1as
atll'nd!•d UNM sim~c 196.3, havmg
!'ect•iwd a Il.A. and M.A. here.

ihursday, February 4, 1971

She has been a VISTA volunteer
(1968), a Graduate Assistant itt
Spanish (1968·69) and a mf'mber
of the Rt•gent's Interim Judicial
Panel.
McNerney said the main area of
improvement in the Univet•sity of
bendit to !P'aduate students is
modernization of the library,
"The library is inadequate," she

llliWiillll!allliiii!HIIIIIIfllllllliilllllilfliiUiii!J:IIIililllilllllilllilllllill.niiiiTIIIIIIIIiiTiilllll

GSA Presidential candidate
statements-page 10.
lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll/lllilllllllllll!lllllllllll!lllllllllllllllllllllllll
said, "it's a sophisticat<•d high
school librnt·y."
Modernization of tht' library is
a goal both candidates would like

.

to carry out during their term in
office, Hansen said the library
needs "new organization", but
added students must also assume
some of the responsibility for
improving the library.
Hansen is pursuing a Ph.D. in
physics. He has attendt•d UNM for
four years and received his M.S. in
physics and astronomy here.
During those four yl'ars hl' has
het•n an altf'rnate to the GSA
Council, a membet· of the GSA
Cabinet a member of the
Pt·esidentls UNM SpE>cial Advisory
Council and was recently
appointed to the Committee on
All· University Governance,
Hansen has proposed the
ittitiation of a "task force not

unlike 'Nader's Raiders'." The
task force would "put pressurE' on
the areas needed, educate the
people of the University about the
problems of the library and other
areas, put the opel'ation into
motion and physically do
whatever is necl'ssary, if it
becomes necessary," he said.
Both candidatl's out.lined other
innovations they would put into
effect if el<>cted. Hansen said he
expected to see more
representation on various faculty
committees where grauuate
student intetest could best be
served. McNcl'ncy saia
representation is "not good
enough," adding "students need
faculty mchlbers' time.''

•.

•

other voter in u~ .. state approved
it.)
Under the terms of a separate
bill introduced in the Senatl'
Tuesday, ratification or rejection
by the voters could come as early
as Nov. 2 whieh would be set as a
special constitutional amendm!'nts
elt>ction day.
In legislative action Tuesday a
proposed state constitutional
amendment to give tax
exemptions got a no pass
recommendation fmm the Senate
Rules Committee aftt-r testimony
opposing the measure was given
by st•veral conservation groups.
Senator Fred A. Uross
(R·Bemalillo) sponsorl'd the joint
resolution which would "exempl
from taxation any facility,
structure or equipment used to
control the emission of air or
water pollutants." Gross, a
staunch defender of pollution
control was opposed by
conservation groups.
Representatives from the New
Mexico Citizens for Clean Air and
Water (NMCCAW), Friends of the
Earth and the Sierra Club said the
resolution would reward people
for complying with pollution
control laws and would encourage
polluters to "lock in on"
inherently dirty processes instead
of changing to cleaner methods.
Senator Gross defended the
measure by saying, "the
resolution would encourage the
installation of pollution control
equipment. It won't necessarily
perpetuate pollution."
The committee, however,
fa voted the arguments of the
NMCCA W representative who
said, "In the long run it will
perpetuate dirty industry. It may
encourage indttstries without
p o II u tion contwls to ask for
variances, and it rewards people
for complying with existing law."

Also Discuss Lowering Age of Majority
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Legislature ·Debate Vote at 18

*BBAU*

BRITGHBS
NOW HAS

pants
boots
&
belts

The New Mexico State
Legislature entered the third week
of the session Monday with
committees of both chambers
considering business directly or
indirectly effecting university
students, including proposals to
lower the age of majority,
co n tin u e the Legis I at i ve
Universities Study Committee and
control pollution more
effectively.
A joint resolution to lower the
voting age in state elections to 18
passed the House Jan. 26 with
only three dissenting votes, but
the proposal must still pass the
Senate. The amendment proposed
in the resolution then would be
submitted to the voters in the
next general election. However,
other bills introduced this session
contend the legislature can lower
the voting age without submitting
the proposal to the voters as a
constitutional amendment.
Bills have been introduced in
both the House and Senate to
lower the age of majority to 18
years for transacting business,
entering into legal contracts and
buying liquor. One bill,
introduced by Sen. Eddie Barboa
(D-Bern.), would declare every

married woman over 16 and every
married man over 18 an
"emancipated minor" with legal
capacity to enter into contracts
and transact business.
Two identical bills introduced
in the House and Senate would
declare an 18-year-old an adult
"for all purposes the same as if he
had reached his 21 birthday."
Another bill would lower the age
for drinking to 18. Hearings on
this bill were set for Feb. 4.
In addition, Rep. Lenton Malry
(D·Bern.) introduced a bill to
permit anyone, regardless of age,
to consent to examination and
treatment for venereal disease.
Under the bill a minor's parents
would not have to be notified
before he could be treated for
venereal disease, Malry said.
One recently introduced House
b iII proposes to re-define
"resident student" for tuition
purposes to include members of
the armed forces assigned within
the state, employes of the state,
its political subdivisions or state
educational institutions, and their
spouses and minor children who
are not otherwise entitled to claim
residency.
Sen. I. M. Smalley, (D ·Sierra·

You'll never taste
acolder beer.
Cold-Brewed B-8-B-Ballantine
P. S!lllantino & Sono 1 Nawllrk, Now Jcrooy

Hidalgo - Luna), chairman of the
Legislative Universities Study
Committee, introduced a bill in;
the first week of the session to
continue the committee for
another year at a cost of $50,000.
The committee was set up in 1968
after controversy over the use of
Lenore Kandel's "Love Lust
Poem" in a UNM freshman
English class.
A bill introduced by Rep.
William O'Donnell (D-Dona Ana)
and Rep. John R. Tomlin
(D·Dona Ana) would exempt
certain organizations within
institutions of higher learning
from gross receipts taxation. The
exemption includes receipts from
fund-raising activities of a club,
organization, fraternity or
sorority "having partial status
within an institution of higher
education" when such
organizations are operated for
education, pleasure, recreation or
other non-profitable purposes, and
when the net earnings of
fund-raising activities do not go to
financial benefit of private
shareholders.
Another bill which would
affect many UNM students is a
proposal to require all persons
operating or riding on a
motorcycle, motor scooter or
motor driven cycle to wear a
safety helmet. Specifications for
helmets would be set up by the
commissioner of motor vehicles.
Barboa also introduced a bill to
set up a department of dentistry
at UNM. The bill would
appropriate $500,000 to establish
the department.
The legislature also will
consider several dozen bills
relating to pollution control and
preservation of the environment.
One such bill, introduced by
Sen. Fred Gross Jr. (R·Bern.)
would create an economic poisons
control board to establish
regulations for. the use, sale,
storage or distribution of such
poisons.

·UNM Student Lobby
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Fighting /or More Funds

~:··
by Chuek Feil

By discerning esthetes, on. a
clear day, the horizon may be
seen immediately between the
uprights of the sign and slightly
above (below?) the cars bumper
to bumper in the nearby
junkyard.

Vision

Regent President Ortega
Named to AAHE Council

Arturo Ortega, president of the
UNM Regents, has been appointed
a member of the Southwestern
Regional Council of the American
Association for Higher Education
(AAHE).
He is one of 11 persons
including faculty members;
students, laymen
and
administrators, who will serve on
the council. The Southwestern
Region comprises New Mexico
Arizona. Texas, Oklahoma'
Arkansas, Louisiana and Mexico:
Ralph Atkinson, vice pres1oem
for academic affairs, Dallas
Baptist College, is council
chairman.
A recent $292,300 grant from
the Kellogg Foundation to AAHE

enabled the national association
to set up six regional councils
across the country to develop a
program of regional activities to
deal with pressing campus
problems. Each council will
develop its own topics and
methods.
Paul L. Dressel AAHE
president, said that 'a "main
concern in appointing the councils
was that they should be both
outstanding in ability and
representative."
Members of the regional
councils were chosen by AAHE's
board of directors from more than
600 names recommended by
AAHE members and officials of
other higher education
associations.

One of the main projects the
ASUNM Student Lobby will
undertake this year will be to try
to get more money for the
University, said Tom Hogg, head
of the Student Lobby, last week.
"We're going through the Board
of Educational Finance (BEF)
recommendations now. We hope
we can get funds from the surplus
for non-recurring expenditures."
Gov. Bruce King recommended
the state's "anticipated
Ulll'estricted cash smplus" be used
for non-recurring purposes in his
address to the legislature Jan. 19,
but he did not specifically
mention higher education,
The Student Lobby also favors
the 18-year-old vote, which passed
the House of Representatives with
only three dissenting votes Jan.
26.
The lobby is fighting
continuation of the Legislative
Universities Study Committee. A
bill has been proposed by Sen. I.
M. Smalley (D·Hidalgo·Luna·
Sierra), chairman of the
committee, to continue the
committee for another year at a
cost of $50,000.

"I don't think the committee
~ill be continued," Hogg said.
There hasn't really been
anything happening at the
University the legislatme can
complain about."
Hogg expects the lobbyists to
be busier as the session continues
and more business dealing with
higher education comes up.
Hearings on higher education bills
have already been scheduled for
Feb. 9 and 10 in the House
Appropriations and Finance
Committee.

Victorian clothes
for Modern jH'OjJ(r
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There's the drug scene
-the Peace Movement
-the Environmental Thing
-and the business of living
and learning in a university setting.
Some people at the Newman Center would like to be part of the
action, to help some things happen, to be part of the solution on.
campus, not part of the [)roblem.

If _the things above concern you, get in touch and let's do somcthmg.
Mark Farrell
Ed Nash

Bert Rauenhorst
Joe Welch
24-7-1094

._,1/~,;Jcn

Aquinas Newman Genter (Across from Black Studies)

293.'1' Monte Vl11ta. 'NE

Boyds' Barn
a/ ~food "?ood
Phone 266·0690

400 WASHINGTON, SE - ALBUQUERQUE
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The car you can afford to drive. Gets up to 40 miles per gallon. iop speed of 90 mph.
Truely a quality built car. Attractive styling, luxufy interiors and more luggage opace
than any other import of ito size.
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Th~
New Mexico Lobo is
published daily every regular week
of the University year by the Board
of Student Publications of the
Associated Students of the
University of New Mexico, and is
not flnandally associated with
UNM. Print~d by the UNM Printing
Plant with second class postage paid
at Albuquerque, New Mexico,
87106. Subscription rate is $7 for
th<' academic y_ear,
The opinions expressed on the
cdit.orial pages of 'l'he Lobo arc
those of the author solely.
Unsigned opinion is that of the
editorial board of 'l'hc Lobo,
Nolhin~ !lcccssnrily represents the
views of the Associlltcd Students or
the University ol New Mexico,

Downtown l1nports, Inc.
524 4th St. NW

Albuquerque, New Mexico 87101

.
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STANDARD EQUIPMENT I 4 sJ>eed transmission / heater & defroster I foam cushion rc<lining oeats I
safety package: headrests, seal bells, shoulder strapo I turn indicators / hazard lights f windshield
wiper (2 speed) I windshield washer I vinyl interiors I back-up lights I padded sun visors I chromo
wheel covers I outside rear-view mirror f security locks for engine I directional signals I courtesy
lights I adjustable louvre vents I padded dash / flow-through air system I rear opening windows 1
tool kit/ bumper guards /meets ali Federal safety standards and smog control regulations.
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King Deliv_ers State of the State Messag.e

. G~v. Bruc-e King Jan. 29 gave
Ius fn·st state of the state address
t.<~ the New M~xico Legislature. In
lus. spl'ech Kmg called for tJ:e
l('g1slators to adhere to h1s
"balanced budget" and promised
~hat the~e would be no tax
mcrease th1s year.
King also asked the legislators
to spend the expected revenue
surplus from the current budget
on only "non-recurring projects"

~hire

rather than increasing the budget
for any on-going projects.
Following are excerpts from
major portions of King's speech:

General
... we are interested in the
welfare, happiness, safekeeping
and tranquility of all of the very
fine one million citizens of this
state. We are interested in doing a
good job for the people of all of

feather

lowest leather Prices in Town

Pants
Shirts
Vests

$6
$20
$14

Sandals
$14-$19
Moccasins
$6.50
50 Hour Candle 75c

our cultures, fo1• people of all educating for tomorrow, I call
ages, for people of llll conditions. upon all involved directly in
I want to see New Mexico the higher education-the students,
finest place to live in all the land, the faculty, the administration
As I have said many times our and the regents-to carefully
aim should be to improve' the evaluate their role in order that
quality of life of New Mexicans. education can truly be meaningful
We must make certain that the to all New Mexicans. Surely
growth which is bound to come is education for tomorrow would be
orderly and beneficial.
elevating to all students.
T h e e mph as is of my
While training young citizens to
administration will be on quality, think critically for themselves
notquantity.
with complete academic
I am not interested in change responsibility in order that each
simply for the sake of change. I and every New Mexico citizen
want to leave office having made could be rightfully proud of these
New Mexico a better place to live, great institutions. I call upon each
not simply a bigger or different one directly involved to strive
place,
·
with patience and 1·estraint to
build institutions that could be
Higher Education
the model for all America to
We are extremely proud of our follow.
fine institutions of higher
The welfare of the institutions
learning. We know these of higher learning is vital to the
institutions have the responsibility development of our state and its
of educating the next generation, citizens. I know that the
and in turn the generation beyond legislature will continue to
that ....
provide such support for these
Within the framework of institutions as is consistent with
an equit«ble distribution of
general fund resources among the
many pressing demands made on
that fund.

Public Education

When it comes to shoes
and apparel for the dancer .

The people of New Mexico
have always supp01·ted our public
schools. Our state ranks among
the highest in the nation in
general fund appropriations for
our schools. Although our per
capita wealth is far below the
national average, we have never
neglected the requirements of
public education oftentime at the
expense of other governmental
services.
Since the de-earmarking of
school funds we have made strides
in establishing some priorities that
will have longlasting benefits f01·
our children. The Area Vocational
Act, legislated in the early 60's,
has just this past year created a
vocational-technical school in Las
Vegas, The Albuquerque TV! has
been expanding since its creation
and is successfully providing
broader and more rE>levant
opportunities. In other areas of
our state, El Rita, Roswell,
Hobbs, Bernalillo, and soon in
Santa Fe and Espanola we are
offering our non·colleg~ bound
young people vocational training
designed to prepare them for the
world of work ....
(However) the major emphasis
of our senior high schools is still
directed toward the traditional
academic preparation. This
direction must be examined and
if necessary, changed if we are t~
be honestly concerned about the
majority of our children.
If we are ever to break the
cycle of poverty that is so evident,

• •

Come to PARIS!
. 'i

.

AI
/

State of the State

we must dedicate ourselves
toward providing worthwhile
programs that have a direct
relationship with the real world
facing our children after
graduation ....

(continued from page 4)

•

•

•

utmost importance to the health
result, both from the people who prosperity and happiness of th~
receive the services and those who citizens of our state.
share the burden . of paying for
New Mexico is one of the last
them, .
remaining areas of this nation
Programs that require more than where we still ~tave options open
$24 million of state funds and in for. retaining or regaining an
excess of. $60 million of feder«l e.n;~~ronment con~ucive to quality
funds , . . demand sound business hvmg and well-bemg, New Mexico
practices, effective supervision citizens cannot tolerate
and close scrutiny ... ,
?egradation of the many
I will add that I will welcome Inter-related environmental
the day when the federal factors of which they are so
government assumes total proud. These environmental
responsibility for welfare factors represent the most
programs...• But until such time important and distinctive
as the Congress passes needed attl·action and asset for the
welfare reform, the present cash economic vitality of our state.
assistance program in effect in , ..
To accomp}ish this, I propose
New Mexico should be continued that the Environmental Services
at existing levels· with existing Division of the Department of
criteria for eligibility ....
Health and Social Services be
given in creased responsibilities
and be designated as the
Environment
Environmental Protection Agency
It has become increasingly of the State of New Mexico. I
apparent that environmental propose that this agency have a
protection and the protection of citizen board separate from the
man in his environment are of the Health and Social Services
· Department Board ....
I propose that this agency if
adequately financed, can rem~dy
environmental hazards through
methods of inspection,
enforcement, consultation
research, analysis, planning'
promulgating environmental
policies, developing standards and
regulations, recommending
legislation, interagency
coordination, public information
and environmental surveillance.
The Environmental Protection
Agency will give balance to
programs involving the industrial,

Law Enforcement
It is most important that this
session of the legislature take
affirmative action to increase the
effectiveness of our law
enforcement agencies ....
To assist the local law
enforcement agencies, I will order
that the Director of the
Govemor's Policy Board on Law
Enforcement act as liaison
between all the Jaw enforcement
agencies in the state, with a view
to increased effectiveness and the
presentation to the legislature and
the Governor of. suggestions for
improved law enforcement.
In addition, I will direct that
every effort be made to divert
more federal law enforcement
program funds from the state to
the local level. State government
must do everything possible to
improve law enforcement
particularly in the metropolita~
areas....
If practical, I suggest that
minimum qualifications be
established by Jaw for all regular
police officers in the state and·
that minimum rates of pay for
police officers also be establi~hed.

Judicial Reform
I also recommend. . . the
legislature provided by law for the
maximum time which may elapse
between the arraignment and the
trial of a person accused of crime.
In addition, I suggest the
establishment of guide lines for
setting bond in criminal cases
particularly where the accused ha~
been previously convicted of a
crime.
I request that you give the most
careful consideration to any
recommendations made by th!?
Judicial Council and that you ask
that body to continue a full-scale
study of New Mexico's judicial
system with a view to making it
more responsive to today's need
for more prompt disposition of
litigation, particularly in the
personal injury and criminal
areas ....

commercial, institutional
residential and recreationai
environments, and will insure a
continued high quality standard
of life for this and future
generations to New Mexicans.

High School Ethnic Study
Whether the ethnic
composition of a high school
influences students' self-concept
will be explored 'through a $12M
grant approved by the UNM
Faculty Research Allocation
Committee,
The grant was approved for
James G. Cooper, professor of
educational foundations, who will
,study high schools in New Mexico
and Texas having different
compositions of ethnic groups.

Construction Boom
The Bureau of Business
Research at UNM reports that last
year was the third best in New
Mexico history for residential
construction. The bureau based its
report on a survey of the value of
new residential building permits in
19 major cities around the state.
Only 1958 and 1959 were better
years for home building
according to the summary of
current economic developments in
the November · December issue of
New Mexico Business.
Residential building permits are
one of several indicators used by
the Bureau to measure economic
activity and strength. Since there
is a "lead" of about three months
built into the building permit
indicator, it is reasonable to
expect relatively high building
activity in the latter part of the
first quarter of 1971.

HOLMAN'S, INC.
ENGINEERING AND DRAFTING SUPPLIES-TECHNICAL BOOKS-MAPS

'

IS A BOOKSTORE TOO!

Health and Social Services
.... I am acutely aware that
the administration and supervision
of programs that effect such a
large segment of our population as
do health and social services will
frequently be in the public eye. If
inefficient or inadequate programs
exist, criticism will inevitably

McGraw-Hill
Professional Books
Sample Listing

(please turn to page 5)

SCHAUM'S ...-------·inc/udins-----'""!!!

OUTLIIE

SERIES
"'!-..................~

Theory

ACOUSTICS ............................, , .. $4.95
mcludmg 245 SOLVED PROBLEMS

ADVANCED CAlCUlUS ................ $4.50

(Hard Bound)

mclud,ng 925 50LVEO

P~OBU:'\~S

. ~-;':'J

MECHANICAL
ENGINEERING
Baumeister and Marks - Standard
Handbook for Mechanical Engineers,
7th Ed .................. $29.50

\.VELCOME

BACK
"With
more. than liJO
dance sttt d ents
· enro 11 mg
· J'
•
•
' •
or the spnng
semester, and the
enure _faculty e:cerctse happy, we recommend a visit to the Paris-UPTOWN
Store .JUst a ~1!e east of th~ campus ~m Central. There you will find a
~abulous collect~on of C~pezro ballet shppet·s, tights and leotards. For comor~ ~nc~ Ior~g ~1fe you .J~St can't ;)e~t. Capezio quality! For selection and
fittm,..,, you cant heat Pans; UNM s fnendly neighbor at :1701 Central NE.

CAlCUlUS ........................... $3.95
Including 1175 SOLVED PROBLEMS

COLlEGE AtGEBRA ................ , .. $3.50
including 1940 SOLVED

PROBLl'-~5

Including 305 SOLVED

COllEGE PHYSICS .................. $3.50
•nt:luchng IS2S SCLHO

PRGU~

P.'S

COMPlEX VARIABlES ............. , $4.50
Including 640 SOLVED PROSl F.MS
3~10

SOl V(Q

P~OBLEI\.',5

DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS ...... $3.95
lf\tludmg 560 50lVE:.O PROBLEMS

DIFFERENTIAl GEOMETRY .,. ...... $4.95
•nclud•r'l~i

',,

Drop Uy And
s(~e

UH

ELECTRONICS
Markus-Eiectronics and Nucleonics
Dictionary, 3rd Ed ......... $16.50

30_25 CENTRAL NE 255-4851

ElECTRIC CIRCUITS ................. $3.95

lO.SPEEO

~·SPEED

3·SPEED

NE

(across from the Newman Center)

Come mjor a test ride

277·574t3
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MODERN ALGEBRA ..................... $3.95
includmg 425 SOLVtO PROE:ILEMS

NUMERICAl ANALYSIS .... ,. ....... $4.95
includ1ng 775 SOL\IEO PROBLEMa

PLANE GEOMETRY ...................... $2.50
includ1t1g 850 SOLV.t:D PROBLF:'M,

PROBABiliTY .............................. $3.95
,,~clud1n~t

BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT
Lasser-J. K. Lasser's Business Management Handbook, 3rd Ed .. $16.50

s:;o

~ul\to

nwm.. r.Ms

PROJECTIVE GEOMETRY ............ $3.95
lnt:IUdtn& 21}() SOL.VEb PROBLEr.~':.

REAL VARIABLES ....................... $4.95
lnLlullm,; 3;5 b1JL\F:.O

PRO~h.. P/~

int:ludmg 530 SOLVED PH09LEMS

ElEMENTARY AlGEBRA .......... ,. .. $2.50

STATISTICS ............................. $3.95

E:.\~S

including 875 SOLVED PROBLEMS

ENGINEERING MECHANICS ,. ...... $3.95

STRENGTH OF MATERIAlS .......... $3.95

includiOi 4&0 SOLVED PR08LtMS

mctud11'1ft 430 SOLV£.0 PROOLEMS

FEEDBACK &
CONTROL SYSTEMS ...... , .. ,. $3.95

STRUCTURAL ANAlYSIS ............. $4.95

, Jordain-Condensed Computer Encyclopedia, ............. $14.50

illCIWJillti ;o,•t) Sl.1LVEO PROBLEMS

TEST ITEMS IN EDUCATION ........ $3.50
inc lud1nf~ 3ltJO TE51 ITtMS

THEORETICAl MECHANICS ........ $3.95
Including 720 SOLVED PROBLEMS

TRANSMISSION LINES ............... $4.95

FLUID DYNAMICS .................... ,. $3.95

ineludJOJ:: 165 SOLVED PROBLI::MS

f.'RO!J.lU/~

TRIGONOMETRY .. ... ................. $2.95

FLUID MECHANICS
& HYDRAULICS ................. $3.95

COMPUTER
SCIENCES

REINFORCED CONCRETE DESIGN $4.50
SET THEORY ............................ $3.50

,ne;lu.:hilP, hJO !:IOLVHI

Lorna<~

ineludtng 2.25 SOLVED PIWBLL~.~S

including 160 SOLVED PROBLH~S

Including lBSO SOLVED PROOLt.MS

Korn and Kern-Mathematical Handbook for Scientists and Engineers,
2nd Ed ................. $27.50

MECHANICAl VIBRATIONS .. . . $3.95

ElECTRONIC CIRCUITS ........... $3.95

First Yr. COllEGE MATHEMATICS $3.95

MATHEMATICS

.,. .... . . .... .... , . $3.95

includ.ng 34(1 SOLVED PROBLEMS

1nCIUdtnP.. 200 501...\ll) PROBLEMS

lncludln~<: 750 SOLVED PROBLE.Iv'S

SERVICE
I H20 LaH

including 5;)() SOLVED PROBLEMS

MATRICES

FINITE MATHEMATICS ................ $3.95

UNM PHOTO

hnndbook

includ.ng 320 SOLVED PROBt.EMS

l11cluding 350 SOLVED PROBLEMS

includ!t'lg 2700 SOLIIEb PR08l

rnalhMnnliLal

inclUding 600 SOLVED PROBLEMS

5U0 SOLVt:D PlhJ8ltMS

.nc:!ud111g (>80 ~OLVE.O PRUtH H.1:,

fine shoes

includ1ng 450 SOLVED PROBlEMS

liNEAR AlGEBRA ........................ $3.95

PROBl!;.~.~S

IMCIUI:I•nr, 175 SOL\'(0 PROBd.N'l

Complete Selection of.

Paris UPTOWN only

PROBLE~~S

COllEGE CHEMISTRY . .. .......... $3.50

1nCiudong 360 SOLVED

,,,,,

:?75 S.OLVEO PROBLEMS

lAPLACE TRANSFORMS ............ $3.95

MATHEMATICAl HANDBOOK
of Formulas and Tables ... $3.95
MATHEMATICS OF FINANCE ..... $3.50

DESCRIPTIVE GEOMETRY ... ,........ $2.95

Plr 1111\ \I:\

anci.Jd•n~

:)0LVED PROS!.. EMS

mc.lud,ng l 50 SOL VEO FROBl EM&

CONTINUUM MECHANICS ... ,. ..... $4.95

,· •! lt'!l'llllk ...

1nCJud•n~ 6~0

MACHINE OESIGN ........................ $4.50

•Mtludmfl

TO UNM

SOL \lEO PROB:..EMS

BOOlEAN AlGEBRA
and Switching Circuits ...... $4.95

COMPUTER SCIENCE .............. , $4.95
•''!'l'lf11Jije~

S~J

mclu;J,ng

lAGRANGIAN DYNAMICS ............ $3.95

mcludmg 14CO BASIC EQUATIONS

McGraw-Hill
Handbooks

.ncrud•t"'U bSJ SOLVED PROBLEMS

GENETICS ...........................,........ $3.95

triCIUdmg 950 SOLVED PROBLEMS

BASIC EQUATIONS of
ENGINEERING SCIENCE ...... $2.95

. '\r.J

GENERAL TOPOlOGY, .............. , .• $4.50

GROUP THEORY ....... ,. ............... ,. $4.50

1nclot:hng 345 SOlVED PROBlE.1-."S

-·

Solved Problems

ADVANCED MATHEMATICS
for Scientists & Engineers .... $4.95
ANAlYTIC GEOMETRY ................ $2.95

]b~-;;:

&

including 680 SOLVED PROOLEMS

VECTOR ANALYSIS ...................... $3.95

10CIUd1ng 415 SOLVED PROBLEMS

1r1t,.ludlllg 480 SOLVE:D PRObLEMS

ARCHITECTURE
Callendar-Time-Saver Standards,
4th Ed .................. $27.50
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Faculty Approves 'Rights' Policy

Arts & Media

Assures Graduate Students' Academic Freedom
The Statement on Rights and
Responsibilities of Graduate
Assistants was added to the
University policy on academic
freedom and tenure in the
faculty's Jan. 12 meeting. Known
informally as the Weihofen
Report, the statement says
assistants occupy a dual role as
students and faculty and protects
graduate, teaching, research and
special assistants from arbitrary
dismissal or suspension.

The statement originated in the automatically changing it to an
Ad Hoc Committee on Rights and "F" if not removed by the
Responsibilities of Faculty and student.
Students, appointed by the
The second change allows a
Faculty Policy Committee (FPC) student to withdraw from a
after the "Love Lust Poem" course with a "W" up through the
controversy in the spring of 1969 12 week of a semester or the sixth
and chaired by Henry Weihofen. week of the summer session.
The committee completed its Under the third a student may
report, in four parts, in June, change from the Credit-No Credit
1970, and the FPC selected the option to a regular credit basis, or
part dealing with graduate vice versa, up through the 12
assistants to present first to the week of the semester. This change
faculty. The Academic Freedom applies only to undergraduates.
and Tenure (AFTC), Research
A student may change from
7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)
Policy,
and Graduate committee credit to audit basis in a course
Incense
5¢ per"word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
conducted hearings on the during the first 12 weeks of a
preliminary
report.
Leather
Goods
]
semester or first six weeks of a
$:2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
The Graduate Student summer session under the fourth
Association worked closely with change, and may switch from
Taos Moccasins
]
Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
the faculty committees in audit to credit within the first two
!
developing the statement. Former weeks of a semester or first week
Beadwork
GSA President Bill Pickens argued of a summer session.
earlier in support of the measure,
The fifth change allows a
University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106
"Morale is low and treatment of student to repeat a course an
teaching assistants (TA's) is unlimited number of times,
S.E. Corner Old Town Plaza
inconsistent from department to except one in which he received
department. I'd like to see TA's an "I", and receive credit and
10% Discount tvith UNM ID
created as colleagues rather than grade points only fo~· the attempt
slave labor."
in which the highest grade was
The statement specifies earned. The last change, which
assistants have the rights and applies only to u~dergraduates,
responsibilities of students when allows computatiOn of letter
acting in that capacity and have grades from ensemble music and
the responsibility offollowing the non-professional PE courses in a
guidelines and policies of the student's grade-point average.
department when acting as
teachers. If an assistant believes a
motive in violation of academic
freedom was part of a decision
not to renew his contract he may
appeal to the AFTC, which can
recommend his reappointment if
Interviews for resident advisor
it decides in his favor.
.
positions in the men's residence
The causes for which an halls begin Feb. 8. Students
assistant may be dismissed or interested in staff positions for
suspended and the procedures to the 1971-72 academic year should
be followed are specified, as are complete applications
channels for appeal, ending in the immediately. Applications may be
AFTC.
Two amendments offered obtained from the information
(,reck for beginners
by Chester Travelstead, vice desks in all men's residence halls.
T·W-TIJ., 12:00-1:30
were adopted making the rules for Completed applications must be
11 hearing before the AFTC those
returned to the men's housing
BIBLE 2_321:
.\rt'I-Rcvclation
now in force for non-tenured deans, Coronado Hall.
Thms., i:00-10:00 p.m.
faculty.
Qualifications for the position
Wording in the statement include a 2.3 grade average, junior
Job-::\Ialachi
defining assistants as "parttime standing and leadership
faculty members" had to be experience. The applicant must be
1"uc.; 7:00-10:00 p.m.
dropped, Pickens said, because single.
this is a category of employment
BIBLE4.36o:
llw Book of Romans
An advisor is responsible for
defined
by
state
law
and
would
the
well being of approximately
'\I-W.• l :30-2:·!:;
create problems such as loss of 60 students. He must coordinate
tuition waivers and restrictions on activities for a complete floor of
BIBLE 3332:
Introduction to Religious Jo:du,cation
the number of employes in this the hall and will be responsible to
Wed., 7:00-!1:00 p.m.
category. He added under the new the Head Resident.
wording,
"I think the assistants
An advisor receivt>s a single
Credit-All courses for full credit
will be adequately covered. I room, full board and $30 per
Fees-S!i.OO per mursc
believe the statement will improve month for nine months. He will
the quality of instruction as well not be allowed to have outside
Registration-At Christian Student Center or at first class meeting
as help the assistants."
employment or carry more than
In other business, the Entrance 16 study hours.
and Credits Committee, now
If appointed, he will be
conducting a study of University expPcted to serve the nine month
Eight Reasons for Enrolling
grading policy to be completed academic year. He must attend a
later this semester, reported six one-week orientation program
I. To enrich my understanding of God's word.
interim changes to the current before the beginning of the
2. To strengthen my faith a~. a Christian.
policy to take effect this semester. semester and will not be eligible
3. To understand my rule as a ocnant of God.
These were passed, as were four for election to student
parallel changes reported by the government.
4. To understand the v;lluc of m~ soul.
Graduate
Committee.
•
il. To o!Jtain the proper pl!ilo1ophy of life.

CLA§§KFKED
ADVER~fK§KNG

'Naturally'-Typical
3 Dog Night Here Feb. 6

ll

Plaza Primorosa ]

Enrich your life
Meet today's challenges

Captain Beeflteart, alias Don Van Vliet

Beefheart Manifest Weirdness

Advisor Interviews
Begin Monday

Open Mind Needed for 'Decals' Album
''LICK MY DECALS OFF,
BABY"-Captain Beefheart and His
Magic Band (Straight-Reprise/RS
6420). Captain Beefheart's music is
likely to be some of the freakiest and
freest music you will hear for
th~ next five years.
Names like Frank Zappa, Ed
Sanders, the Plastic Ona Band and
Pharoah Sanders could be invoked as
highway markers to indicate the
direction of the musical roads which
Beefheart is trucking on. But beyond
these roadsigns, Beefheart is alone,
ambiguous and thoroughly original
in his approach and execution.
Beefheart, whose real name is Don
Van Vliet, is a mind execution of
boundless character. In a very heavy
interview in Rolling Stone magazine,
Beefheart/Van Vliet said:
"Everybody knows everything he
needs to know already. I try to make
people realize themselves.
"But most people fight it every
inch of the way. They refuse to be
free even when they see what it's
like. They just have too much at

Enroll in Bible

G. To balance my atadcmic development.

7. To usc my clccthcs where they count most.
8. To set a good example for others to follow.

CIIRISTIA:;\1 STUDE:'\T CE:--<TER
I:Jo GIRARD

:\'E

1100 San Mateo N.:K I 265-6931
I

~.~
(;'"rA<<:~.t

The first changt> allows a
student a full semester to remc~ve
an Incomplete, and an
amendment proposed by Marion
Cottrell was adopted which leaves
the "i" on the record instead of

stak~.':

Irish Rovers
The Irish Rovers will present a
concert in Popejoy Hall Saturday
night at 7:30. Proceeds of the
concert, which is sponson~d by
KDEF Radio, will go to thp All
Faiths Receiving Honw in
Albuquerque.
Tickets are $2 for students and
$3.50 for adults.

LIVING BATCH
LIMITED
Books and Periodicals

1100 Shop

Sutfing Off The Ark,
Pearlman ($L 0o)
!

Whole Eattlt Catalog
(~s-oo)

THISISSPRING'71 ...
Play it cool in
THE KNIT to START WITH
Casual good looks for leisure or classroom, in
this wash-and-ilrip i:lry shirt, with small neat
print, White knit neckline, Sizes S M L XL.
Shown with new slightly flared slacks from
our Spring collection.

Knit Shirt .......... 8.00
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Noles of a Dirty Old Afan
Bukowski (.$1.95)
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AND STUFF LlK.E THAT

OPEN NIGHTS
2406 Central SE
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"Lick My Decals Off, Baby" is
Van Vliet's latest realization, in
terms which are very unfamiliar to
most people. For Van Vliet doesn't
write the type of linear or logical
lyrics which have come to be
accepted as creative within some
rather nanow poetic confines.
For example, in "Petrified Forest"
Van Vliet introduces the dinosaur
metaphor to cover America's
lameness:
"Human bark
Beautyless hide from beauty
Bow your eyes and heads to the
duty of the dead's
Suck the ground
Breathe life into the dead
dinosaurs, . .''
The dinosaur culture and its
ramifications are further developed
in "The Smithsonian Institue Blues":
" ...forget about the big dig
Now you see it 'n it's up to you t'
choose
It sure looks funny for a new
dinosaur
T' be in an old dinosaur's shoes
Dina Shore's shoes ... "
The lyrics to Beefheart's songs are
like explosio11s of images wh~ch are
seemingly disconnected until you
take them out far enough to
reconstruct them in a new geometric
design.
And it's the same for much of the
music on this album. Van Vliet is
perhaps. one of the best blues

"NATURALLY"-Three Dog Night
(Dunhill I DSX 50088). Well, those
crowd-pleasin', good-time, stoned sex
machines known as Three Dog Night have
another hit album out. But before you
yawn and turn to the comix section, let's
try to figure out what it's good for.
Why, this album is one of their
peachy-dandiest. The front and back covers
have groovy color photos fraught with
hidden psychedelic symbolism. Inside is
reproduced a mass of 25 (-count 'em,
25-) beautiful color slides of the beautiful
boys in the band on one side, and a fold
out, tear off, 1 'x2' arty color poster on the
other.
And the music? Boy, they've done it
again. But before I become consumed with
sarcasm, let me state what worth I honestly
feel any Three Dog Night album has.
Their music certainly doesn.'t stand on
its own. But the reason ·I have all five 3DN
albums, and would recommend any or all
of them, is that a good song is more
enjoyable in concert if you're familiar with
it, and, with this group in particular, the
recorded song then becomes more
meaningful after you've heard it performed
live.
This is especially true in the case of
really dynamic performers, and Three Dog
Night definitely are that. They compare
with Sly and the Family Stone and Grand
Funk in that their concerts are always "on
your feet!" affairs, though musically
they're much closer to the latter group.
And, like Grand Funk, they can answer
their detractors by pointing to gold records
and sold-out concerts. You can't argue
with success.
And I don't any more. When Three Dog
Night first appeared on the scene I rejected
them as just a shade better than Tommy
James and the Shondells. Rather catchy
tunes but with no. substance, nothing to
endear tlt"em to the soul. Even after the
first time I saw them perform live, and
even today for that matter, I still know
they're nothing more than an updated Paul
Revere and the Raiders. But I used to like

to watch the Raiders, doggone it, and now
I like to watch Three Dog Night, and I
don't care who knows.
And at least they're honest. They don't
come on like they expect the respect
accorded Cream or Miles Davis; they just
want to give people a good show, do some
ego-tripping and raise those liU!e female
temperatures. And they do it. So what's
wrong with enjoying good-beat music in an
adolescent way, occasionally?
Three Dog Night have been to
Albuquerque at least four times; I've gone
to see them every time, and was never
disappointed. They'll be at the Civic
Auditorium Saturday, Feb. 6-so will I.
And I expect to have a better time than I
had at the Canned Heat concert (see review
on next page), though I don't expect the
music to measure up even to Canned Heat's
worst.
About "Naturally" specifically: I find it
hard to judge by my usual criteria. The
most honest thing I could say is thai it's
just another Three Dog Night album-no
better or worse, worth to you whatever the
others are. One of these days they may put
out a real bomb, but I doubt it. Members
of the band have written only four of the
songs they've recorded but their talent lies
in choosing and adapting the songs of some
of
the
best writers
around-Lennon-McCartney, Tim .Hardin,
Randy Newman, Neil Young, Sam Cooke,
Nilsson, Laura Nyro, etc. They've even
made hits out of several songs ("Your
Song," "Mama Told Me Not To Come")
before their original writers could. Every
album has contained at least four songs
which have become Three Dog Night
"classics," and this one's no different.
They've already hit the charts with "One
Man Band" and "Can't Get Enough Of It,"
and I predict the same fate for "Liar" and
"Joy To The World"-the last two are also
perfectly suited to their style.
Three Dog Night music is fun. You don't
want to listen to Pink Floyd and Dylan all
the time, do you?
Charles Andrews

vocalists around, and legend has it
that earlier in his career he was told
by several record execs that he could
be billed and covered as a great blues
singer if only he would sing softer
and clearer.
But Van Vliet neglected to follow
their advice. His vocals are like
"shouting through an emory cloth.''
On "The Buggy Boogie Woogie,"
Van Vliet reaches a rumble at least
two octaves lower than John Lee
Hooker ever did.
Van Vliet uses his voice like an
instrument, exploring all the ranges
of sound much like Leon Thomas
and Yoko Ono. On "I Love You Big
Dummy", Van Vliet overlays an
Rich people are different than you .and
intense harmonica ride with his voice me. Regardless of what Papa might dismiss
creating an orange fragment of space as merely an inordinate amount of wealth,
love. "Love has no body" says playwrights such as Neil Simon are still
fascinated by the "super-rich"
Beefheart. And his harp is space peculiarly
upper class.
music such as the type that knows
"Plaza Suite," a triptych representation
the art of free-fall flight or astral of marital blasphemy at Popejoy Hall Jan.
22, struck a chord with the sympathetic
projection.
audience.
I could have liked it myself but
Two instrumental tracks, "Peon"
the comedy came off a little out of place.
and "one Red Rose That I Mean,"
Simon's characters inhabit New York's
are showcases for Zoot Horn Rollo, famed Plaza Hotel. Built in an opulent era
the group's guitarist who is as (around 1900), the monstrous structure
essential and important to the Magic today appears to be a doddering old aunt
across from the new nondescript General
Band as Ian Underwood is to Frank · Motors
building.
Zappa's band.
The people in "Plaza Suite" are the same
The band really gets it together on ones that you find in the New Yorker
"Japan In A Dishpan," a free-form cartoons of Alan Dunn and the stories of
experience on which Van Vliet plays Louis Auchinloss. It's a little saner, less
hectic world where, as in the last scene of
an incredible sax while drummers Art the
play, the character's destiny IS settleCI
Tripp and Drumbo cut new slices of by a cryptic "cool it" from her lover.
Larry Parks played (and overplayed at
time in a form which only a few of
times)
the role of an overwrought husband
the avant-garde jazzmen have even
in
the
first act entitled "Visitor from
reached.
Mamaroneck." Parks is probably most
Beefheart is not the type of artist famous for his portrayal of AI Jolson in the
you can listen to with half an em:, for movies, and in the third act the
all you will get is what appears to be rambunctious nature of the pair brought
alot of strange noises. But if you out much of the seasoned veteran m him.
open your mind and listen to the
directions in which the band is
moving, you'll go on a penetrating
and completely origtnal space voyage
through a lot of uncharted regions.

'Plaza Suite' Entertaining,
But Somewhat Mythical
If you don't find happy endings oddly
disturbing "Plaza Suite" is your cup of tea.
As an exampie, even when Simon tries to
leave you in doubt (a literary touch) he is
obviously saying that EVERYTHING will
be fine in the future.
This was the kind of play that attracted
little old ladies to matinees. They had a
couple of 'sherries at Schraft's and went
home reassured on the 4:10 out of Grand
CentraL The urban landscape in New York
has developed its own mystique in modern
literature. I only wish that Simon had left a
truer image.

****
It is unfortunate that due to a change in
schedule Elaine May's "Adaptation/Next"
will not be coming to UN.M. But "Hadrian
VII," which I thought was about the best
new play I've seen in the last three years,
will be coming to Popejoy Hall later this
year.
A double bill of James Bond movies,
''You Only Live Twice" and
"Thunderball," recently played at the
Hiland theater. They are still as amusing
and tongue-in-cheek as when they first
came out. "Catch 22" is now on their bill,
though the manager predicts "Love Story,"
scheduled next, will make more money.
Will Pike

-~~

'(liN

****
Beefheart and

Captain
His Magic
Band along with blues guitarist Ry
Cooder will be in concert at the
Union Ballroom on Feb. 23 at 8:30
p.m.
Sponsored by the Jewish Student
Union, (JSU) tickets for the concert
are going for $2 a head m1d will be
available from the JSU, at most of
the usual ticket outlets around
campus or at the door.
Be forewarned that Beefheart is
dangerous to those minds who can't
get beyond basic three chord
progressions.
Aaron Howard
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Husband-wife team Larry Parks
and Betty Garrett struggle
through another crisis in Neil
Simon's hit comedy-here, the
wedding of their daughter, played
by Valerie von Volz.

Wedding Bell Blues
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Which do you consider tile 20 best albumQ aver
1
01• which 20 mY! yoru· {avol·itcs? Use ;.•ow· own~
(
<'l'iieria and li.<l them !Jere (or on a 11ome-macte /Jallot),
and tum 1/u.> ballot in at the Lobo office (Yale ami
Cellll'G/) or drop it ill tile Lobo Suggestion Box by llze
Uniou C?ast entrance. List album and arlists. 'l'ry to get

mad,

llu!m in b~· Feb. 12. lf there •,., enouglr response and no

l!l'idence of

0

S(ZI{{ing, •• we'll publish the results soon

tl•erca{ler. Till• is i<~sl for tile hell of it.

Canned Heat Below Par

Canned Heat were cold in what
was otherwise a good· (but
nowhere near great) rock concert
held at the Civic Auditorium Jan.
16.
But no matter what your
evaluation of the performance,
the important fact to note was
that the people turned out--in
record numbers. Inundated 11nd
brainwashed by more than a
month of heavy advertising, and
"ready for it" because of only one
concert offered in the preceding
six months or so, the fire
regulations were bent just a bit by
cooperative city cops and it was
reportedly the largest crowd ever
squeezed into the concert hall.
Before Crow had finished their
set there were enough people
sitting behind the stage (upstairs)
to necessitate lifting the
curtain-something I hadn't seen
done since the Led Zeppelin
concert some time back. You've
got to really want to hear
something badly to shell out four
or five bucks to sit behind t.he
stage, But the real crowd was on
the floor: with the usual rows of
f o I ding chairs on a graduated
platform setup abandoned and
people either sitting close together
on the floor or standing shoulder
to shoulder in every inch of the
area, there was one. and a half to
twice the usual number of people
jammed into the lower level.
If the 16·man Albuquerque
police contingent (augmented by
half a dozen rent-a-cops) was
looking the other way on the fire
safety Ia ws, perhaps it was
because they were more
concerned with enforcing the
dope laws. One of the promoters
told me they busted 14 people
here, most for drugs-in contrast
to the following night when the El
Paso police arrested only three or
four for being drunk and

disorderly at the Canned Heat
concert down there. I didn't see
any of it when I was down below,
but they'd have been crazy to try
it in a close crowd like that. But
several friends who sat upstairs
told the same story of groups of
two or three cops who would
sneak down the aisles and quickly
stick their flashlights into the
midst of suspected
"users"-usually only to .find
cigarettes of addictive, but legal,
tobacco.
Through some strange process
of evolution, rock fans have come
to regard concerts and festivals as
their exclusive, protected domain,
where force of numbers negates
drug laws. To bust a dozen kids
and ignore the other 3000 stoned
people is more than hypocrisy, it's
dangerous. If the Albuquerque
police continue this policy it's
bound to trigger a riot sooner or
later. I suppose they figure
"letting them get away with it"
will breed disrespect for the law,
and I imagine it is difficult for a
trained policeman to just stand
around when it's so obvious the
law is being violated. But most of
those young people already don't
respect a set of laws that makes
getting stoned a "crime"
punishable by years in prison, and
they consider lapses of
enforcement to be only good
sense.
The huge turnout was a great
sign for those of us who have
endured Albuquerque's drought
of rock concerts for so many
years, and manifestations quickly
followed as the heaviest schedule
of concerts ever became known in
the following week. Besides the
previously arranged Three Dog
Night show (set for Feb. 6), firm
announcements were made for
Captain Beefheart and His Magic
Band and Ry Cooder and Chicago,

with a UNM group trying to work
up a rock 'n roll revue featuring
Little Richard, and another
promoter seriously thinking about
the Moody Blues and
half·seriously about Frank Zappa
and the Mothers. And, of course,
Gl·and Funk has promised to
make up their cancell<>d
engagement, but even so things
are definitely looking up. More
crowds like the Canned Heat one
will keep the ball rolling.
I hope the poor show Canned
Heat put on won't discourage
anyone from going to these other
concerts. Seems they had only
two hours sleep the night before
and were reportedly upset because
they ran out of coke, their
favorite pepper·upper. {If that is
true, it's a turn-around from early
Canned Heat philosophy which
lamented "Amphetamine Annie"
and the like.) They apologized to
the promoters, admitting it was a
bad set, and reportedly gave a
great show in El Paso the next
night.
But I had expected it. Canned
Heat can never be as good as they
were with the late AI Wilson on
harp and slide, bottleneck and
rhythm guitars. He was half the
magic that was Canned Heat
{"The Bear" being the other half),
instrumentally and vocally and
merely by his presence. Bob
"Bear" Hite stomped and grinned
all over the stage, and seemed to
be thoroughly enjoying himself
and getting into the music the
same as ever. But even he had
something missing: about 100
pounds. The once-mammoth
leader is now only large, he and
the group being only shadows of
their former selves.
Wilson's replacement is a
disaster: it wasn't often that I
could pick out his guitar, and
when I could it was hardly worth

Phote> by Charl<•s Andn·ws

the troublf.'. The samf!. held true
for his vocals (and he did almost
half of them): his voice usually
couldn't be h!•ard (nor could "The
Bear's" part of the time), and was
totally ordinary and
unfeeling-such a vast difference
from AI Wilson.
Fito de Ia Parra is as great a
drummer as evPr, but he doesn't
come off as well any more now
that the Canned Heat music he fit
so well into isn't as solid as
before. The new bass player is
very good-but not as good as
Larry "The Mole" Taylor was.
The one who savC'd it for me
was Henry "Sunflower" Vest in e.
He, too, doesn't fit in so perfectly
as he did with the old Canned
Heat, but he was a joy to watch
and listen to, Hidden behind
shades, he was into a world of his
ovm. Standing in the corner and
talking the energy out of his lead
guitar, he buzzed out lead work
and a solo that literally made the
stage vibralt•. He always has been,
and blill is, very loud and very
good; in my opinion, one of the
most underrated lead guitarists
around.
Canned Heat had the show
stolen from them by the two
'' warm·up" groups, Southwind
and Crow. Billed as a
country/rock group and
displaying obvious accents to
confirm it, Southwind went on to
show amazing versatility. Their
sarcastic rendition of "Okie From

Muskogee" got great chePrs from
the crowd, but they were even
better on a Dr. John song, a
spacey Doors' type number, and a
couple of boogie tunes (which
takes nerve when you 'r!.' on the
same bill with Canned Heat, the
Boogie Kings).
Crow came on as hPavy as
everyone expected, though they
could have used a little more
volume to reinforce it. Their lead
singer has a destructive voice, and
makes them what they are. Th<'y
did change the pace occasionally,
as with their light, jazzy "Easy
Street," beautifully done. Tlwy
had th<' crowd on their fPI.'t
(dancing'!) much of the time, and
when they left were immediately
screamed back for another
number.
Canned Heat was also brought
back for an encore, but only afl<>r
so nH'OtH~ (probably as.~ociaf Nl
with CH) took Ute mik<> and eggPd
the crowd on after a few wry
half·hearted shouts of "morP!'!"
from those who hadn't yrt split.
That told the story of the concert
in a nutshell.
Charles Andrews
Three rats recently died when
they were fed a steady diet of
white bread. The Bleached !?lour
Assn. and the Society for the
Prevention of Cruelty to Innocent
Rats had "no comment".
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Art Museum . . to,yRresent 3 Exhibitions

~
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SIMMSBUILDING

tiigh Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No Limit
247-4406
Reduction Work-Reduce from any size up to 14" by 18" down to 8'1:2'' X 11':
: Computer printouts, engineering drawings, accounting worksheets, organization
jl. charts, oversized periodicals and books,
~
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Three photographic exhibitions
will open in early February at the
UNM Art Museum.
Photo-Graphics, using the
works of approximately 60
contemporary. North American,
South American and European
artists, explores the manner in
which photographic imagery is
used in lithographs, etchings and
serigraphs.
The exhibition, which runs
from Feb. 7 through Mar. 15, was
organized by Van Deren Coke,
cunently on leave of absence
from UNM as deputy director of

~
~
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@HERTZ SYSTEM, INC,, 1-;171

Go home.
Free:

the George Eastman House,
Rochester, N.Y. The exhibition
will be circulated to other
institutions by Eastman House
after its showing at UNM.
"Photographic Processes: An
Historical Survey," prepared by
Richard Rudisill of UNM, shows
the development of the
photographic process beginning
with the daguerreotype.
·
Each photograph will be
displayed with an explanation of
the process used in producing the
print. The exhibition will be
comprised of antique prints from

Spanish Course Options Offered
The Spanish department of the
foreign languages department this
semester is offering several
options in Spanish 251-252.
This semester the course
content of Spanish 251-252 will
vary according to section. As a
result, students enrolling f or one
of these courses is afforded the
flexibility of choosing his section
from the following options:

For information about traveling free-to
NewYork City, Chicago, Washington, D.C.,
Boston, Detroit, Cleveland, and Hartford
call Hertz collect at 212-752-3092.
*Subject to equipment availability

Hertz

-Spanish 251: Sections 001
and 007 are devotedtoastudyof
Hispanic culture; in these sections
the readings are in Spanish while
the class discussion, exams and

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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UNM's permanent collection and
the UNM Labhard collection. It
will run from Feb. 7 through Mar.

I.

7.

t

/

"Ray Metzker: Photographs" is
one part of a three part
exhibition, the Wisconsin
Hel'itage in Photography,
organized by the Milwaukee Art
Center.
Metzker, visiting associate
professor of art at UNM,
repr€'sents contemporary
photography while R. A. Bennet
and Edward Steichen represent
the beginning and middle periods
of photography.
Consisting of approximately
1 0 0 photographs, the Metzker
exhibition will open in the upper
gallery of the Art Museum Feb.
15. A public reception will be
held from 8 to 10 p.m. The
exhibit will close Mar. 7.

I

papers are in English. In the other
sections emphasis is placed on the
development of the foreign
language skills; these sections are
conducted in ·Spanish as in
previous semesters.
Let me make one thing
-Spanish 252: Sections 002,
0 0 5 and 007 are devoted to perfectly clear: ONE
reading and literary analysis; in THING-contemporary GOP
these sections the readings are in leader.
As you know, this is the worst
Spanish and the discussion, exams
and papers are in English. Sections storm that has been recorded in
008 and 010 are a study of the one hundred years of
Hispanic culture and are recording storms in the United
conducted in Spanish. The States, and that menus that it is
remaining sections (001, 003, probably the worst in terms of
004 006 009 011 012 013
damage, physically, that any state
014 ' and 015)
are
'
' devoted
'
'to the' in any area has ever
development of the foreign suffered-Richard Nixon,
language skills and are conducted Gulfport, Miss., 1969. (Thanks for
in Spanish.
clearing it up Dick.)

STEREO FUN
FOR

IN '71

Large to small sound and recording systems
i

Select from the sound leaders
driving
never
sounded

l

GSA Presidential Statements
Presidential Candidates

KATHY McNERNEY

given to doctoral candidates in the
process of writing dissertations.
With help from other interested
students I am anxious to work on
these and other pressing problems
at UNM.

Grievance procedure is of
interest and importance to all
graduate students, and I would
like to see implementation of a
workable system of presenting
BERT HANSEN
and solving grievances.
It is imperative the GSA
Graduate students are continue to exist for all graduate
intimidated from lodging students at UNM and not just a
complaints of discrimination, few. The continuation of the GSA
grades, relevance and content of must be insured. Only being a
courses in their ·own departments year old, its internal structure
because of the possibility of needs strengthening. The age of an
jeopardizing future relations with organization, like GSA, can
the faculty. A confidential body, usually be determined by
easily available to students, should measuring tJ:te bulk of red tape it
be created to fulfill this need. It possesses and counting-as rings of
should have judicial power and be a tree-the number of committees ·
made up of representatives of it has. The GSA structure needs to
various sectors of the University be simple and efficient if it is to
community: faculty, students and remain an effective organization.
administration. This should be a
The number of tasks the GSA
problem solving group, not a undertakes in 1971 should be
defender of the status quo.
kept small so that they may be
Another matter of great done well. If a too ambitious
concem to all graduate students is program is set up, there would be
the state of the library. We no time to maintain an open door
recognize money is scarce and the policy or deal with any
library has only half the number unforeseen campus problems that
of volumes it should have to might arise. The GSA is not
correspond to the number of designed, nor strong enough, to
students. Organized pressure support a f.lamboyant crusade to
brought on the Legislature for solve the world's, or even the
more money and brought on the University's problems in a single
library for more efficiency could year.
be effective in correcting some
Some of the goals I envision for
problems. A few improvements GSA in the coming year include
which would not be costly for an increased emphasis toward
example are: ( 1) more careful library reform. The sooner the
checking of carrels and stacks to inadequacies of Zimmerman are
find misplaced books that are not overcome, the better the graduate
checked out; (2) more reading of education at UNM.
the shelves to find "lost books";
The GA-TA Rights and
( 3) rearrangement of reference Responsibilities Statement needs
materials for us€' by students to be followed through and
rather than by librarians; ( 4) implemented. A student grievance
·longer hours in at least the reading procedure in the form of a
room; ( 5) reduction of repetitive University ombudsman needs to
information in the periodical be established before June.
references; (7) re-evaluation of the
The problem of graduate
locked carrel system, with priority student housing must be defined

Nancy-Scoff Uniform Center

and at least the foundation of a
solution laid down.
Programs that would stimulate
better communications between
departments would great enhance
the graduate education at UNM.
There are other programs of
importance but above all it must
be remembered that GSA was
created to serve-not govern the
graduate students at UNM.
As President of GSA, I propose
a stable and effective .GSA that
truly serves the desires and needs
of the graduate students.

Uniforms
Mens and Ladies Lab Wear
(New location)
1502 Wyoming NE

-----

When You Have The Munchies

Math Course Offered
The UNM department of
mathematics and statistics will
offer a course in topics in applied
mathematics at the Albuquerque
Technical- Vocational Institute
(T-VI) this semester.
Taught by Wendel Scarbrough,
the course is designed to help
enable vocational mathematics
teachers fulfill requirements for
state vocational certification. The
class will meet on Monday and
Wednesday from 3:30 to 5 p.m.
· The class is an attempt to
bridge a gap too often neglected
in mathematics, Scarbrough
explained, and will try to help
teachers better instruct vocational
mathematics classes.

FUN

296-0221
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THE BEST FOOD TRIP IN TOWN
CI0fa GrriRderrs

FUN
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Salomi. . . . . . . • • •. $.85
Hom , • . • • . . . . • . . $.85

OKIE'S

GrriREferrs

Meotboll
. . . . • . . . . S. 95
Sousoge • , • . . • • . , . S . 95
Hoff Grinder
.S .50

Hoff Grinder . • . , $,45
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Every Tue, 5-6 PM

Pizza Slices 15¢
Dancing Every Nite

The Red, \Vhite and Green Stripped Shop
across from Yale Park at 111 Harvard SE

Centre I at University

FUN

PHO:'\E A HEAD
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Component Compacts

OJP<eJ<O>Y
And The Cultural Program Committee
February Events

M•'§£1

SUPERSCOPE

"THE BEST BROADWAY MUSICAL

.I

KS-505P STEREO COMPACT

You newr heard it so good.®
It's the most powerful cor stereo on the
road, a true 12 watts RMS. You'll love it.
Each cassett brings you up to two hours of
your favorite music-distraction free. Easy
to operate, the Model20 features exclusive
lnsta-Load, automatic ejection, fast forward and rewind controls and pushbutron
operation, Driving never sounded so good.

............. II

60 Watts, FET, IC, FM/AM Stereo Receiver e
Professional PE 2010 Automatic turntable e
Pickering V-15/AT-3 Cartridge e Diamond
Stylus e Dustamatic Brush e

~The Fisher

/AMPEX/
NIJI\IaCD

!
I
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HiFi House Carries The Leaders
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''STRINGBEAN''
Junior Slacks

BOOK BY

JOSEPH STEIN
WHO WROTE

"FIDDLER on the ROOF"

THE SMASH "PEANUTS" MUSICAL
'A SMALL MIRACLE.
EXPLOSIVELY FUNN'i.
UTIERLY WINNING. 1
WAt1EI?KUJ?
N r IIM(S

'FRESHLY DELIGHTFUL.
A CONTINUOUS
PLEASURE. FUN
AND CHARM ABOUND.'
RICHARD Wlt11S JP
H r PDSI

'ONE OF THE GAYEST
AND WISEST
ENTERTAINMENTS IN
TOWN.'

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO 87106

MA,AlfH(

PER$SON

P~£S("'

"W®Womffi (}J @@@@ riW(JJrKJ

MUSIC BY

ll.OO
\

WHO WROTE THE SONGS IN

I

SOUND EQUIPMENT COMPANY
3011 MONTE VISTA BOULEVARD, NE

lilt HlW YOIUtl~

ART~OR WHiftLA~'""o6£/lf

"CABARET''
Near Girard at Central NE

'A TOTAL DELIGHT.'

JOHN KANDER
LYRICS BY FRED EBB

·Just one selection from our Spring '71
collection ..• these with n nautical print.
Super fit for the .Junior figure.

YOUR UNIVERSITY STEREO STORE

.SJNCE FiDDLER ON THE RO'OF/"
. -Ciive.Barnes, N.Y. TIMES

i
.',

265·6931
San Mateo at Lomas
Shop Mon., Wed., Fri.
till 9
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PIRt<T<O sv

JOSE PH HARDY
ADAPTED FROM

"ZORBA THE GREEK"

sv NIKOS KAZANTZAKIS

Feb 16 & 17 -- 8:15 P.M.

Feb. 28 -- 8:15 P.M .

6.50, 6.00, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

5.50, 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50

U.N.M. Students with Activity Cards 1-2 Price

L~~ -1-r-&~--------·------------------~------~------------------------------~
l'agc H
'l,'h;.;..,dny, ;~cbrnary .t, 1971

I

Once again presenting you with
plenty of· pertinent prose, and
other pert paraphernalia

--

•

Best 1n

Hardbacks

Latest
We Buy Used

Textbooks, Also!

--~~

-------]

Paperbacks,

,_

too!

-- ·-------'

-------;.. -----1
~ -'----~~ .. ~--......J

--- - - · - "~--:-;-J
.,_,_,,.,
-.-:-~.-'·-~

.,

;j

Soecial
Hours
•
Thurs. and Fri., Feb. 4 and 5
8 a.m. to 7 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 6, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.

-

---~l

!
~

... .-.

Regular Hours
8 a.m."5 p.m.,

'• q

Mon.

thru Fri.
Sat., 8 a.m.- I p.m.

?-]
~~

• iJ

-~_,..:~~q

~·,I
~~L·::_'·.:·

:"",)

.I

Downstairs, New Mexico Union
277-2826

J
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Library Alters Circulatio·n Rules

Studies Programs Expanding
paper flowers
pifiafas

U Offering 16 Ethnic Courses

10% student
discount
mail order anywhere

La Pinata
#2 Patio Market
Want Ads say it
in a Big Way!!

Old Town, Alb.

242-2400 open 11-9

..
I

UNM 's three ethnic studies
programs are expanding their
course offerings this semester. A
list of courses available in each
department follows:
Eight courses sponsored by
Chicano Studies will be offered to
all students under the auspices of
existing academic departments
said Richard Griego, program
coordinator.
The courses are: Special
Education 383, "Special
Education ·Problems of the
Mexican-American,'' Louis
Bransford; American Studies
3 01-0 01 "Chicano Literature,"
,
Ralph Flores;
History 283, '' La
Raza," R. D. Salaz; Sociology
227, ''Chicanismo," F. Norwood;
Sociology 485, "Semenario de
Investigacion Sobre !a Sociedad
Mexicano·Americano, Gil· Merkx,
Sociology 226·002, "Sociology
of the Barrio," Richard Griego;

Philosophy 100·013,
"Mexicanismo y Perspectiva," E.
Tafoya; and Spanish 361,
"Hispanic Folktales," Ruben
Cobos.
Sociology 485, Philosophy 100,
Sociology 226 and Spanish 361 all
have a Spanish language
prerequisite.
Chicano Studies last semester
sponsored three courses with a
total en1·ollment of 140
approximately 10 percent of
those enrolled were Anglo.
Chicano Studies sponsorship is
granted only after all course and
instructors have been approved by
the Chicano Studies Curriculum
Committee, composed entirely of
stu'dents.
Four course~ will be offered for
students interested in Native
American Studies, Richard
Wilson, studies program
coordinator has announced.

.

WITH MAX SHULMAN

SEE US

tBy lht a11thor tJf Ral/.11 Rmwd the Flaf}, Bous. ~, Onh1tfl1lllR ••• tlr.l

The Beard of Avon
Some English teachers insist that Shakespeare couldn't possibly
have written the plays attributed to him because the plays are so full
of lofty poetry and he was but the son of an ignorant country butcher.
"Faugh !" say I. What does being a butt•her have to do with
poetry? It so happens that my own butcher, Wally J. Si.gafoos, who
never went past third grade has written some of the loveliest poe~s I
ever saw-exquisite things like "Hail to thee, blithe suet" and "Pnme
ribs do not a pol roast make" and "How do I u·eigh thee? I:et me CO!~nt
the thumbs" and many, many others, too numerous to hst here, mcluding "La belle ham sans merci" an<;! "They're. han(Jing Dam~y:~
clea!'er in the mornin(J" and "Look on my rump, ?fC mzgl~ly, and despazr ..
I am pleased to say that :\fr. Sigafoos will publish a shm v?lume of h1s
verse next spring, called ''No Jtlan Is a Brisket." '.Vatch for 1t.

af our new

LOCATION

After serving the University Community for 10 years from our Cen-

'·

trallocation we are ready to serve
you for many more from our new
location

122 Harvard SE

Thou wouldst, if couldst, undo thu wrongs, P?or Dane,
Thou wouldst recall thy blows and lake thy k!cks back,
For now thou knowst that he who would his friends retain
Should stab them not, but buy instead a Miller Six-pack.

L P RECORDS

BONUS

®R£.G:I!H£m:o 1RAtJEN/.RK OF DREM!::OU

I.••••

I

'

ra:nrARCH, HIC,

l~
,9Jilft.'!~~/f
-----.

are Al
lifesavers :

Cliff's Notes have been ""lifesavers· tor m1fl1ons of studMls
by hclpmg I hom undorsland d1l·
ficult hleralure asSignments. Be
prepared. Get the ones you need
now and use them as you sludy.

NAMES

LEAVE 126, 127, 120, or
620 KODACOLOR FilM AT

Nearly 200 !Illes...
always available at your dealer's.

I

lOc F1\.RE
Between \1\Tinroc:k

& Coronado Center

ALBUQUERQUE
CJ'I:.L!/U.i.t ~yj.l£.tn

The "Good Old Days" Are Still Here
,

AT

McDonald·s
FEBRUARY IS
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1 ' Lincoln,

Nebraska 68501

'rhul'sday, Pebruncy 4, 1971

COFFEE MONTH!

LOMAS AT SAN PEDRO • CANDELARIA AT EUBANK
MENAUL AT SAN PEDRO

•

5324 4th ST., N.W.

TV TIME SWITCH
W/20' CORD
REG. 5.99

5.49

Ends accidental cll·night playing of TV,
stereo, radio. 10-60 min., timing. 15·588

.

-.

BANKAMERICARn

I

PRIVATE RADIO/
TV LISTENER
REG. 1.99

...:::...,~

COLOR TV ANTENNA

INDOOR LIGHT CONTROL

Archer special w/dual power boosters.
Separate VHF/UHF color niter control. 15·
1544

11.95

REG. 13.95

REG. 4.95

3.95

Automatically turns on at dusk ••. off
dawn, Use w/117V AC outlet. 272·330

TRANSISTOR EARPHONE
REG. 98c

79c

1.79

Attaches eosily. Miniature earphone, earholder w/20' cable for remote. 15·586

HI-FI EARPHONE
REG. 2.99

2.49

Earphone for any fransislor radio. Plastic Dynamic speaker. Lightweight. Specially
covered ear-band. 33·175
built diaphragm,%" miniature phone plug.

I~--;

RECORD
-~··
CCAANINOMD

·.:";.'.!;.;~

'!...

Et'!l!

II.T:I
••-":-,:·::...=..~~-

RECORD CLEANING PAD
REG. 88c

49c

Cleans records by removing dust and other
foreign matter. Just wet pad and use. 42·
121

• 6315 Lomas N.E.
Phone: 265-1517

1I
OPEN ''rilL MIDNIGHT
Telephone 243-5124
2142 Contra I SE

I
I
I

:::A:

BRAND

NEED CASH? As a service to you we cash UNM Student checks
for cosh. All you need is your Student ID Card.

Timetables avaibbl<' on all buses.
Far<' ~lOr or four tokc'll> lor S 1.00

LOADS OF HANDY "AROUND-THE-HOUSE"/"IN-THE-WORKSHOP" HELPERS!
EVERY ONE A TREMENDOUS BARGA!

t''ONf"IOCNCt:

AND 2 11211
SQUAR"

It Beats lh<.! Parking Problems

---------==

COLUMBUS, OHIO
(UPI)-When rust appeared on the
body of his new car after only a
year, an unidentified motorist
here staged a silent protest
demonstration.
He left the car in a parking lot
facing the busiest intersection in
the city, and flanked it with signs
pointing to each spot of rust. The
car drew a lunch hour crowd
Monday.
Large signs pointed to large rust
spots, small signs to small spots,
and on the roof, stood a large
yellow sign cut in the shape of a
lemon.

'--

BONUS PHOTO processing
gives you an extra wallet
print with every regular
print on your roll.

ACTUAL SIZE
PRINTS 3V.z"

now charging the actual
replacement cost of the book.
When you figure all the hassle of
sending out notices, checking on
labels, we are probably still
undercharging," said Starr,
"All of the changes are in the
nature of an experiement. I
believe what is really important is
that the library staff and the
University Library Committee
have decided without some
misgivings. But, there is a
recognition that students are here
for just as serious a purpose as
anyone else and they might as
well started being treated so," he
stoped.

Lemon

..

PHOTO®

ONE
TO CARRY

always be able to get what they
need from it in that time. If they
do need more time, it can always
be renewed or photocopied. 50
cents per ·day is the rate of
periodical overdue fining,
.
Although the policy of one day
check out for periodicals applies
to everyone certain serials in
mathematids, astronomy and
physics will circulate to anyone
for one week. "The one week
circulation time for those serials is
based on the premise that these
journals are of a very technical
nature, and require a longer time
to use properly," said Starr.
If a book or serial is not
returned within 20 days of the
due date the library will charge
the borrower with the cost of the
book, a five dollar processing fee
and any applicable fines. "We are

!"".'.
,'--. '';.

Always At Discount Prices
Additional I 0% Discount
With This Coupon

*
Yea and verily. And tarry not, aoodjriend,jor once thou trieal Mil~er
Hi!Jh I..ije, the Champagne of Beers, lhou'lt scorn to ehange lh11 stale wzth
kings/ Gel thee to a brewery!

The cou1·ses will be offered
through other depa:tments, .but
members of the Native Amencan
Studies Program will be advised to
take them, Wilson said.
Scheduled for this semester will
be the second half of beginning
Navajo, which has drawn more
than 90 students last semeste1·,
Wilson said the unexpectedly
heavy turnout last semester forced
expansion of the class to three
sections.
Tom Claymore, former director
of the San Francisco State Indian
Stud.ies Program, will teach
Education of Plains Indians
through the education
department; Wilson will teach a
course in em-rent Indian topics
through the anthropology
department; and Richard N. Ellis
will head a class in the history of
the American Indians, taught with
the cooperation of the history
department..
The Afro-American Studies
Program will offer four courses
for in teres ted students next
semester said program coordinator
Charles Becknell.
Sam Ngola, Kenya national
who received his bachelor's from
Marshall, W.Va., and his master's
degree from the University of
Oregon, will teach Swahili. Ngola
is a certified Swahili teacher and is
working on his doctorate in
economics at UNM.
A course in the black family
will be taught by Hannah Best.
This offering will look at the
black family as a social system,
with an overview of the historical
development of the family unit.
Becknell, a former teacher at
Albuquerque High School, will
tl'ach Afro-American History and
Black Political Movements in the
Unitl'd States.
More than 150 blacks on the
UNM campus are affiliated with
the Afro-American Studies
Program.
All campus organizations
seeking ASUNM funds next year
must pick up a tentative budget
schedule in the ASUNM offices
on the second floor of the Union.
Information on the schedules
will be used in the preparation of
the '71-'72 ASUNM budget. All
schedules must be returned to the
ASUNM offices by Feb. 9.

Phone 266-2500

•

lettmg students check out books
for as l~ng as ~ semester without
renewal IS now m effect.
The new regulations allow
students to. keep books out for up
to ~n entire semester, a policy
previously reserved for faculty.
"The new circulation policy
essentially gives students faculty
privileges. If someone else needs a
book, however, we can call it in
nnd fines will only be charged if a
student fails to bring a book back
in after he has had it for two
weeks and someone else has
reqtlested it," said Peter Starr,
circulation librarian.
University ID cards are still
required to check out books and
every borrower is responsible for
the material charged on his card.
"We are eliminating an arbitrary
due date and· renewals. To make
sure a book hasn't been lost,
students will have to renew books
at least once a semester. Books
will have to be brought to the
circulation desk for renewal
because I am in effect charged
with safeguarding state property. I
feel I would be derelict to not
assure the library of the book's
existence every now and then,"
ssid Starr.
Faculty members will only be
required to renew books once a
year because "their course work
on research continues beyond
semester boundaries. Also because
they are a more stable
population," added Starr.
"Some books charged out have
not bel'n inside this building since
1948-and I for one would be
rather curious to see what they
look like. Renewal once a
semester or once a year seems
reasonable enough to ask," said
Starr.
Fines for books not returned
on a specific due date will be 50
cents per day per item to a
maximum of $10.
Serials will also be available to
students to check out of the
library. "rt is important serials be
readily available to people in the
library. We have decided to cut
the loan period to one day, Most
people need only one article out
of a periodical. They should

Budget Forms

UNIVERSITY OPTICAL

So let's have no more snide allegations that genius is confined to
the upper classes. In fact, the greatest genius the world has ever known,
Isaac Newton, was the son o£ a humble second baseman. (Not only
humble, but also unemployed because baseball didn't get invented till
a hundred years later.) But these lowly origins didn't stop Newton
from making his great discoveries, culminating o£ course in the third
law of motion: "For every action there is an opposite and equal reaction."
How true and eloquent these words stiJJ are! Take, for example,
Miller High Life Beer. Have a sip of Miller; that's the action. Now
what is the reaction? Pure pleasure, that's what. Pleasure, delight,
contentment, chuckles, twinkles and wreathed smiles. And why such
a happy reaction? Because you started with such a happy beer!
Miller drinkers .know their beer is gloriously unique. There simply
is no other like it. How can there be? For more than 115 years Miller's
marvelous brewing formula has been a secret known to only one man
in the entire world-:.\1iller's chief brewmaster-and believe me, th<>re
is absolutely no way to sweat the secret out ~r ~im. Not .only ~s t.he
formula written in an unbreakable code, but 1t 1s also wntten m mvisible ink! And don't think you can make the inviRible ink visible by
using heat; it so happens thp formula is written on an ice cube.
But I digress. Shakespeare's most important play is, of course,
HamlPI <Jr, as it is sometimes ealled, A A1idsummer's MaciJP.!h. This
play trlls in living color the story of Hamlet, Prince. of ~et~mark, who
one night sees a ghost upon the battlements. (PossJbly 1t 1s a goal he
sees·! have a first folio in Shakespeare's own handwriting which frankly
is p;etty lousy.) Anyhow, Hamlet is so upset by the sight of this ghost
(or goat' !J.at he stabs Polonius and drowns his fat cousin, Butt Malmsey.
Ther Jon the King gets sore and banishes Hamlet to a leather factory,
bel, ,nn'g "Get thee to a tannery!" Thereupon Ophelia refuses her food
till Laertes gets sore and sends her to a restaurant, hollering, "Get
thee to a beanery!" Ophelia gets sore too, but she has nobody to holler
at except her little dog whom she chases out of the ca.q~le, crying, "<?ut,
damned Spot!" She is arrested and fined twenty farthmgs for c~ss1_ng,
but Portia in an eloquent plea, gets the sentence reduced to hfe Jmprisonment. Thereupon King Lear and his three daughters, Patti,
Maxine and Laverne, wishing to restore peace in the realm, d~cr~e a
day o£ feasting and squat tag. Everybody has a perfectly splendid t1me
till Hamlet returns disguised as Banquo's ghost (or goat). Well, na~
urally they all get sore when they see Hamlet and pretty soon t~ere IS
a whacking big fight in which Hamlet kills whoever is around. I•'mally
Hamlet is himself killed by Brer Bodkin, the preacher.
The play ends with the little dog Spot reciting these immortal
lines as he digs a grave for Hamlet:

Students May Check Out Books for Semester

~n experimental library policy

RECORD BRUSH/
TONE ARM LIFT
REG. 79c

59c

Clips on. Automatic pressure control.
records dust-free. 42-1072

• 401 Copper Ave. N.W.
4th & Copper N.W.
Phone: 247-3828

HI-FI SENTINEL
REG. 5.95

4.95

POWERFUL 5-CELL
FLASHLIGHT
REG. 98c

59c

Amplifier shuts off when record changer Long range, 1500' beam. Uses 5 cells.
docsl Mounts on changer or shelf. 42·2932 Woter·resistant. 68·1001

• The Mall Shopping Center
2264 Wyoming Blvd. N.E.
Phone: 296-57 44

• Also In Santa Fe
208 W. San Francisco St.
Phone: 983-3747
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Computer, Artist Unite /or 'Technological Sculpture'

After almost a decade of
dominance by science and
business in the computer field,
computers and artists are getting
together in a creative partnership
with enormous potential.
Charles Mattox, professor of art
at UNM and an internationallynoted exponent of experimental
art, has been using computers in
his compositions for three years.
He now teaches a course in
computer graphics for art
students. Such a combination of
science and art may be the wave
of the future, he says.
"In a society where computers
are becoming so important, it is
necessary that science and
business will not be the only
forces using this kind of
technology," Mattox explains.
"Other aspects of our culture,
including art, can benefit from its
use."
In a field which until recently
was dominated by
mathematicians, engineers and
computer programmers, his work
is recognized as that of a mature
artist. His computer graphics have
drawn praise at exhibitions at the
British Computer Arts Society,
Whitehall, London. Last year his
works were also seen in the
Centro de Arte y Comunicacion in
Buenos Aires, the Museo de Arte
in La Plata, the Emilio Caraffa in
Cordoba, and the Museo J. B.
Catognio of Rosario, Argentina.
Other works are being shown in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. His
latest show has just returned from
an exhibition of computer
graphics in Canada.

-t!

In the U.S., Mattox has shown
his work at the William Rockhill
Nelson Gallery in Kansas City and
at the 25th National Conference
of the Association of Computing
Machinery.
Audio· Kinetic
Well-known for his
audio-kinetic sculptures, Mattox's
computer graphics in red, black
or combinations of red and blue
have been described as "like
winged seeds or complex flying
machines, or, again, not
surprisingly, like his own
audio-kinetic sculptures."
Pioneering the techniques of
computer art at UNM, Mattox got
his start in the new art form while
on leave in 1968 in California.
"I was working on sculpture at
the time, and not teaching at all,
when a young man named David
Caulkins came and asked to study
with me," Mattox explained.
"I turned him down at first,
but later I found out that he
ow ned a computer service
company," he said. "Since I was
interested in learning computer
techniques, I agreed to teach him
to sculpture if he would teach me
computer pwgramming,"
DART I
''It was an excellent
arrangement, but as I progressed
he became more interested in
computer graphics than
sculpture," Mattox said. "He
eventually wrote DART I, one of
the computer graphics programs
we are now using at UNM."
Mattox believes that computer
graphics is "an excellent teaching
device in art because it removes

the student from the confines of
how well he executes the design,
and instead allows the student to
concentrate on the intellectual
war k of design."
The students use two types of
computer programs to feed
specific designs to the computer.
ART I, a program written by
Richard Williams, associate
professor of electrical engineering
at UNM, uses an alpha-numeric
printer to produce the designs in
varying tones of light and dark
grey. The other program, DART I,
uses a electro-mechanical plotting
device as the design instrument,
producing extremely fine
overlapping lines in red, blue or
black.
By use of mathematical
variations of the original design,
the artist is able to experiment
with an infinite number of
variations of design, limited only
by his own imagination.
Computer Usage
A member of the computer
usage committee at UNM, Mattox
has been working towards
bringing about a closer
reI at ionship between the arts,
engineering and computer
sciences.
"Art majors at UNM may now
take a course in FORTRAN
programming as a substitute for
their requirement for a foreign
language," Mattox said.
"Additionally, we are working
with the electrical engineering
department to establish mutually
beneficial courses for engineers
and artists. By next fall, the

electrical engineering department
may be offering a course in basic
electronics for art majors, while
the art department offers a course
in art gmphics for electrical
engineering students."
Discussing the future of the
new medium, Mattox said, "the
futme is limited only by how fast
computer technology advances,
and the availability of the
equipment and software
(programming) to the artist."

'i•
-

"We are looking forward to the
time when real-time systems will
be available to the artist so he
may see what he is doing as the
computer processes his
information," he said.
"Commercially, computer art ·
appeals to many people," he said.
"The people who ordinarily do
not buy art will buy computer
graphics because it has an esthetic
quality produced by a machine
rather than man."

Sports

'"

..

rfwo UNM Students Gain
Legislative Experience
Two UNM students have been
appointed legislative interns to aid
Senate and House t:a,ders during
the current sess1on of the
legislature.
They are Bill Pickens, a
graduate student in history who
will WOl'k with State Sen. Tibo
Chavez (D-Valencia) the Senate
majority leadet·, and John Gillis, a
junior in journalism, who will
assist State Rep. Thomas Hoover
(R·Bemalillo) the House minority
leader.
The program is a new one on
the part of UNM's Division of
Government Research, intended
to give students direct experience
in the legislative process.
"We hopl' to be able to expand
participation substantially after
this first effort." Harold Rhodes,
director of the division, said.
The Division of Government

Research is part of ISRAD.
The two students are paid by
the division and were selected by
the legislators with whom they are
Pickens received his bachelor of
arts degree magna cum laude and
with distinction at UNM in 1968.
He is completing work for a
master's degree in recent
American history. He served as a
member of the ASUNM senate
and court and as president of the
GSA.
Gillis, a Navy combat journalist
for four years and a Vietnam
veteran, is a member of the
Student Publication Board and
the Sierra Club. He has served as
public information officer for· the
Albuquerque-Bernalillo County
Economic Opportunity Board and
as editor of "ThC' Newspaper," a
periodical published in
Albuqul'rqtw.

•
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We asked Lee to get a good, economical car we could sell for less than $2000 - and
here it is-

1971 SUB~RU
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left to right: Sue Farmer, Marcia Culp, Karen Mehigan, Donna Drake and
Ann Rogers.
Contact any of us right here on campus and we'll tell you about it. For
openers, here ore 5 reasons We 1 re hi!=lh on Subaru:

I

1. It gets 25 to 35 miles per gallon . . .
2. It's a cinch to park . • .

3. It sells for $1994 with white walls and stuff •..
4. MOTOR TREND says 11Subaru may be the best small sedan in the
world •..
5. lt"s backed by Galles, 62-year-old reputation for quality and service ...

..
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OLDSMOBILE/
1601 Central NE
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Call 247-0201
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Drug Course

Diamond Forecast

Want to know the facts about
the drug scene?
Jn a "first" at UNM, two
, departments are cooperating
during the coming semester to
present a three-hour course, fc;>r
credit, on psychotropic
(mind-affecting) drugs.
The class, fashioned by faculty
members from the psychology
department in the College of Arts
& Sciences, and the pharmcology
By MARK SANCHEZ
department in the School of
If the pitching staff holds up
Medicine, is listed as an upper
division course-Psychology 450, with Jim Kremmel and the Lobo
"Pharmacological and Behavioral baseball team can stay relatively
Actions of Psychotropic Drugs." injury free, UNM's diamond hopes
But according to the course in the WAC look good,
Coach Bob Leigh feels his
coordinators, Douglas Ferraro and
Wolfpack
ballplayers can match
Lloyd Beck, it will be open to all
·
any
team
in the WAC on any
students who have taken
given
day
and
beat even the best
"Introduction to Psychology" or
team
in
the
conference,
including
an equivalent course.
Arizona State, the favored team in
the circuit.
Four Foot
"Arizona State has to be
considered the favorite in the
conference but we're equal in the
pitching
department," Leigh sai9,
Bulb and Fixture
noting the pitching staff will
holdup with Kremmelleading one
15.95 Complete
It isn't easy, being a Paulist.
of the finest staffs in the WAC, if
Bridging gaps between young
he doesn't sign a pro contract.
and old, black and white,
Many of UNM's finer
34.95
ballplayers were drafted by the
past and future. But it is a
We ha~•e a wide selection
professional ranks during last
challenge.
of sacculelic lighting June's draft but haven't signed.
The Paulist mission is to
Kremmel, the author of the only
thousands of posters to
people ... individually
no-hitter in WAC history, was
choose from. Come see our
and in all the societies in
picked by the Washington
Black Light room at Hoffwhich they live
Senators but is expected to stay
ma.n town.
the season with the Wolfpack.
... to discover Christ
Two
Locations
"If Kremmel stays, we should
wherever he is acting
435
San
Mateo
NE
have
an excellent pitching staff,"
... to be attuned to the needs
256·7241
said
Leigh.
"In depth, it is the
of the present, yet to form
strongest area on the team with
a vision of tomorrow's world.
Hoffmantown Shopping
experience."
Center
But Kremmel is not the only
1f you are interested in
296-0311
pitcher Bob Leigh is counting on
finding out more about the
to. have an excellent season. Mike
BankAmericard/Master Charge
Paulist priestly challenge,
Hall,
a junior college transfer from
write to:
Mesa Junior College, is expected
Rev. Donald('. Campbell, C.S.P.
to provide transfer from Mesa
Vocation Director
Junior College, is expected to
provide the other half of a 1-2
pitching combination with
KremmeL Mike was a first team
JC All-American at Mesa and
compiled a 12·0 record there last
year.
Room 111
Other members of the pitching
415 West 59th Street
staff from whom Leigh anticipates
New York, N.Y. 10019
strong performances are Bill Irwin
a junior pitcher from Centerville,
Iowa. Irwin was the most effective
pitcher during fall practice said
Leigh.
.
The rest of the staff, Chuey
Armendariz, Stu Colton, Wendell
Franke, Joe Waid and Tom
Valentine's Day is Sunday the 14th
Roberts should provide Leigh
with the mound and bullpen

Baseball Fortunes Hinge

On Kremmel and Pitchers

If you care
enough, maybe
you can meet
the Paulist
challenge ...

.

BLACK LIGHTS

Strobe Lights

cpauJisth
'Pat erg

.....

-.

strength required of a WAC
contender.
The Lobo mentor is not left
with just a pitching staff however
because of two All-WAC
conference performers in the
outfield, Bob Faford and Rick
Wicks give the Lobos an
experienced outfield to work with
the infield and the pitching staff.
"We look strong in the outfield,"
Leigh said, "we have speed and
experience."
Leigh admits he may have a
weakness in the infield if one of
his starters is injured. "We can't
compare to a tema like Arizona
State in overall depth, but on any
given day we are capable of
beating them if we don't have a
key injury in the infield," he said.
Mainstays in the infield should
be Armando Reyes, senior 3rd
baseman; Bill Smith, freshman
short stop; Ken Johnson, senior
2nd baseman and captain of the
team; George Ruth at 1st base and
Jim Surber on the receiving end
behind the plate.
As far as the outcome of the
season, most consider ASU the
favorite of the Southern Division
to take the WAC crown. Coach
Leigh feels a little differently
about any prognostications at this
point. "It's going to be a real dog
fight in the Southern Division,"
said Leigh,
He said the real key to what
team wins the Southern Division
rests with the University of Texas
at El Paso. "Last year we beat the
conference champs five games to
six: but got a terrific shellacking
which cost us the crown, at the
hands of UTEP," Leigh said,
adding UTEP will figure into who
wins and loses the title.
At this point however, the Sun
Devils of ASU appear to have a
very solid team with depth
and should provide the main
source of opposition to any Lobo
base ball ti tie aspirations this
spring.
The first horsehide of the spring
season will be thrown on March 5
against New Mexico Highlands
University here on the Wolfpaek
diamond.

...,

"Personally yours" pins spell out her
initials in handsome 24·karat gold
electroplated letters. Made while you
wait. Available with all same size
letters or larger last initial. $6.

Mindlin

Jewelers Since 1919
314 Central SW Albuquerque
Downtown open 9:30-5:30 Daily
Divided payments available

.

If you can qualify as an IDS representative, you'll be in business for
yourself.
You'll work out of an office near~-or in-your home. And you'll enjoy
these advantages:
Free training. The opportunity to earn from the
start and to retire on a substantial five-figure
income. Life and health insurance. You'll abo be
representing the largest financial organization of its
kind in the world. (The IDS group of companies
includes 6 mutual funds-one of them is the
world's largest; an insurance company; an
investment certificate company.)
The only investment we ask is the lOt it costs to
call an IDS divisional manager. The number is
listed below.
So why not call? You'll quickly find out how easy
f•'oundcd in 189<1
it is to go into business for yourself·-·as an IDS
lnveHiors Divt~rsificd
representative.
Services Inc.

Call Frank Manzari or Bill Wheeler
265-5757 8:00 to 5:00 or 299-8895 evenino-s
tl
210 Truman NE
.__ ,_., __ ;::_.o,.__....._._..,
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take a 12-5 overall record and a
2-3 WAC mark into the two games
with the Arizona schools.
Arizona had a hand in dropping
Brigham Young from the top
spot, defeating the Cougars 81-76
for an 8-9 season and 1·4 in the
league. Arizona State also split at
home to drop into a tie for second
with Texas-El Paso, the Sun Devils
opponent Thursday in El Paso.
Arizona State is now 11-5 and 3-2
in the conference.
The bright spot for UNM coach
Bob King last weekend was his
squad's ability to snap back with
fine effort. King figured the Lobo
performance against Wyoming was
the poorest of the season but was
more than pleased with the effort
the following night against the
Rams at Fort Collins. The Lobos
had but 25 rebounds against
Wyoming but came back with 53
against CSU.
New Mexico's inside
combination of 6-8 Willie Long,
6-7 Mike Faulkner and 6-8 Mike
Stt'wart accounted for 32 of 53
boards against CSU with Stewart
coming off the bench for 11
rebounds. Long had 14 to up his
season total to 185 and a 10.9 per

Armando Reyes

sates representative
GIVE HER HER AUTOGRAPH

The road to the WAC
basketball crown is getting more
and more uphill for the UNM
Lobos as the team returns home
tonight for' a game with the
University of Arizona and a
Saturday contest with Arizona
State University. Both are set for
8:05p.m.
The Lobos dropped a pair of
road contests last week to drop
from a tie for second in the race
to seventh but the race is still
young enough that a pair of wins
this week could put the Lobos
back into the thick of things. New
Mexico lost to Wyoming (7 4-59)
and .Colorado State (79-71) to
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll.
The Lobo Booster Club is
asking everyone to participate in a
spirit display and to wear red to
the basketball game Saturday
night.
llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllllllllllllflllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

If you've ever
thought of a
sales career,
you should know
the advantages
of becoming an

IDS.

Stumbling Wolfpack Returns
game average. Even with thypoor
showing against Wyoming, New
Mexico still holds a 777-685 edge
in rebounding over its opponents,
Long scored 40 points on the
road trip to move him into second
on the UNM all-tome career
scoring list with 1294 career
points. Long not only leads the
team in rebounding but his 21.9
average leads the Lobos in scoring.
The All-WAC center also has the
best shooting mark from the floor
with an even .500 percentage.
King seems solid at four of his
five starting slots with Long at the
low post and Faulkner (11.4) at
the high post. The 5-8 Petie
Gibson ( 1 0,4) will run the offense
at the point with 6-4 Harold Little
(10.5) at one wing. The other
wing will be handled by Stewart
(4.7) or 6-7 John Johnson (12.6).
The Lobo defense will have to
be at its best to stop Arizona's 6-5
Bill Warner. The senior forward
leads the Wildcats in scoring with
a 19.4 average and has scored 87
points in his last three outings.
Like New Mexico's Long, Warner
has taken over the second slot on
Arizona's all-time career scoring
list and will become the greatest
scorer ever at Arizona by the end
of the season.
King's defense couldn't stop
Warner last season in the Lobo's
78-72 loss here. Warner scored 38
points on 16 field goals and six of
eight from the charity stripe. The
return game was much closer
although New Mexico lost, 80-78.
Arizona coach Bruce Larson is
not expected to shift his starting
line up from the group that split
with the Utah schools last week.
Warner and 6-8 Tom Lee will be
the forwards with 6-11 Eddie
Myers at the pivot. Lanny
Mitchell, a 6·1 senior, and 5-11
Jim Huckstein will handle the
guard assignments. Lee has moved
into second in scoring with a 13.8
average followed by Myers at
13.3, Mitchell at 6.7 and
Huckstein at 5.0.
Semester examinations have
eliminated two Wildcats although
the pair were not starters.
Forward Bruce Anderson (12.2)
and guard Youree Myers (2,5)
have been dropped.
"Arizona State University-boy
what a physical team that is," said
King after watching the Utah·ASU
game on television. The Sun
Devils are averaging better than 53

boards per game, 10 better than
their opponents.
The Devils are led by a great
junior college transfer-6-4 Paul
Stovall who has helped the Sun
Devils do a complete about face
from last season. A great shooter,
Stovall is averaging 18.2 points
per game hitting about 57 percent
from the floor. He is getting inside
help from 6-5 transfer Rhea

--·----------

Taylor and 6-7 Mike Bowling,
Taylor is averaging 11.4 while
Bowling is at 6.4. Other starters
should be 6-2 Mike Contreras
(10,5) and 6-5 Jim Owens (7.5).
The New Mexico Wolfpups will
put their 9-4 record on the line
meeting Kirtland Air Force Base
on 'I'hursday and the House of
Carpets Saturday in prelim games
starting at 5:45p.m.

Repair &

~fainLenancc

on all foreign cars

<'floreign Car Specialists
333 Wyoming nivd. ;'\;1~
265-5901
!•rcc Estbnatcs

quaQt€QS lounqe

...

&
BaR-B-Q
~1ne ~oob anb bRink
~OR YOUR pleasuRe
PLUS: WARE HOUSE PRICES on package goods-to list
a few; Schlitz, Pabst, Millers, Bud, $3.84 per case
Vodka $2.99 per quart
_,

905 yale se

---------- __.._.._..______ - --- == ; ; : ; ;:;
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Welcome Back Students
Remember To Take Advantage of Henry's
-FAST SERVICE-

100% PURE BEEF HAMBURGER .• 23¢
YOUR DOllARS
AT WINROCK

THE SOUTHWEST'S
FINEST
SHOPPING CENTER
54 fme stores to serve you better
..• 4500 free parking spaces for
your convenience .•. entrances off
Louisiana, Indian School Road and
Pennsylvania. Visit us soon.

·2SZ

BIG HENRY ..
-- . .. ... .. .. 50¢
ROAST BEEF SANDWICH
.. ....... 69¢
HAM & CHEESE . __ .. ____ __
. . -- -- - -- . ... --- 69¢
CREAMY CHEESE BURGER __ ..... ___ _
·-- .. .. . -· .. 28¢
BLUE WATER HOT FISH SANDWICH
.35¢
HOTDOG.
30¢
MELTED CHEESE SANDWICH .
30¢
CRISPY FRENCH FRIES ..
20¢
OLD ENGLISH FISH AND CHIPS
. 69¢-89¢
(with malt vinegar or tartar added)
CHICKEN .. .. ... . .
___ ................. 89¢ to $3.85
COKE, ORANGE, ROOT BEER, DR. PEPPER,
7 UP & PEPSI ............................................ 10¢ • 15¢ - 25¢
COFFEE .................................................................... 15¢ - 25¢
SUPER MILK SHAKES ............................................... 25¢ • 35¢
Ml LK ................................................................................... 15¢
HOT CHOCOLATE ................................................... 15¢ - 30¢
BIG SUNDAES-Strawberry, Chocolate, Pineapple .......... 30¢
BIG CONES ............................................................................ 15¢
(Green Chili on any sandwich I0¢ Extra)

1916 CENTRAL NE
OPEN
SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
II :00 a.m.
to

(j,_

•

Open House
War Resistant's League and
Catholic Peace Fellowship
Presents

MEAL FOR PEACE

The Chicano Studies Center
will hold an open house Feb. 4-5.
All Chicano students are invited
to drop by and get acquainted
with the center and other
students. The open house will be
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. both days.
The Chicano Studies Center's
address is 1812 Las Lomas, NE

InNational Primaries

Environmental Concern
Prompts New Courses

18-year·old New Mexicans were
given the vote in national pl'imary
elections by New Mexico
Attorney General David Norvell in
an opinion handed down Jan, 22.
Since the next national election
will not be held until June 6,
1972, state registration officers
have been instructed by Norvell to
accept registrations from citizens
only 16-year-olds now, so long as
they will be 18-year·olds in time
for the election,
According to Norvell's opinion,
18-year-olds were given the vote
in na tiona! primaries because
denial of this right would, in
effect, create two classes of
voters-one class that nominates,
and a completely different class
that elects.
Not-veil's opinion was
necessitated by a United States
Supreme Court decision on Dec.
21, 1970 that upheld lowering the.
voting age from 21 to 18 in
national elections, but made no
mention of voting age
r e quit· em en ts for primary
elections.
The SupremE' Court's decision
in the case, Oregon vs, Mitchell,
also uplwld a ban on literacy tests

s
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THEOLOGY--3 hours credit-course No. 451
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CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c ller word, 20 word mlrd.
llcr time run. If nd Is to

Dlti1D ( $1.4 0)

ran 1lve ur more conaccut:ivc dn.ys with
no changes the rate is reduced to lie
per WO'l"d and the minimum nmnber of
words to 10.

TERMS: Payment must bo mnde !n
toll prior to Insertion of ndvertfoement.
'WHERE: Jolll'nalism Building. Room
206, nftcrnoons preferably or moil~
Clnsafflcd Adv.rtising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106

PERSONAI,S

1)

TO WHOMI•:VJ•:I~ l>orrcnn•d my Sohurmnnn
& Sh<•lf Communht Chinn for Pol. Sri.
:;~2--·Plnl:a.• rPtUrn it to Hm. 2U5 Journa]hm JHdr.-. or H·ml it throur:h t'Umpus mail,
I neo1l it bnrJ, ! r·~·!lthia William,,

NOT!Cf:: AU, ('I,ASSIFIED ADS mu.<t
h• in hy 3 p.m. to run Ua> followim~ dn~;.

SERVICES

3)

(•iul rnt<>-J. Call

24!{-644~.

OPEN-PAUKING-LOT
SI~. Plenty of apa~~. 2ilc
per month. For
-..:]fil. 2.:f~

month]}~

2 ·'11.
t~t-Ynl~e-&-G-.o-Jd
p~r

p()rmit call 2tl(i.

1-'JL!II: 1\orftl<'hrome II, l•:l<tu••hromP, &
JI.::i. BJ.tnrhrumt•: _f.lfi c•x.p. r(Ju~ only:
ft•(•;;b]y dntN!. G roJI.~ min. Vc·ry t•hrap.
CaU 21W-H3tt. 2 ··tl.

imY Gmr.s l'lioi- !'ants ,;;.;. Ill'«'! 'l'h<•Je
ti~:ht

!Jhort'1 nrC' c,tllH'r S('X~·.
<"all 2t;li·3116!\ hct wet'n 1 & fi p.m. 2 ·,1.

]rather

~---~----~-

~hort

------

OHIGINAI. WOUK!\-Mnny <'!'aft-; :mtl far
~1~. 2 ·S.
. uut thin~~'-'. tnii .!\l<•,.n. ---_, ·--·----HAHIUS TWEED SPOUT t'OATS,-$30.00
oaeh. Brand New Arrivals irom Enr:lanu.
ALm, Fahulou;; Gift~ li'rorn Ii'ar Away
Pint'('::!. Frl"('d Com]1any 107..l!•t North ..
• WC'.t.tt; -~JbU_r}UPrqU~': 2_::~-------··
USI•:D TV'o. $~-~G. Color nnrl D!nclc/White.
All ropnir r<Unrantoed. 2413 4th N.W.
_,,~-""'--'-'----

EMPLOYMENT

JlC'rson. 4201

C~nlrnl NI~

or fiRlO 1\:hmnul

STUDI-:NTS, earn while you lcnrn. Part
titn<' rontnct work, Jlromis~ p.ood money &
invalunb1e ~xp~ricnce to thog(' who (JUttl•
ify. !'or interview cnll Jim Coffield, 200·
6647. 2~/-=8-~::=~o::-::-:---:--·--:-I•'I~MALi~ STUO:mNT live in, ex.rhn1tgc
, for household dut!...,, 268·910~. 2/11.
S'rUDI•:NTS, oarn while you Jcn.rn. Part-

in the Student Union Basement
adjacent to the Book Store!

time ronUu:~t worlc, promlst>s good monC'Y
and Inva'lunbJl' cxp('t'iC!Jrce lo lho.'le who
~unf!!y. !•'or tntervft•w cnlf 268·Ufi•U.

7)

MISCELLANEOUS

ON CAMt'US ROOM & BOARD for women
students, Cn!l 242·7-180 or 265-2188 Cor in·
formnlion. 2/S.
()JUGINAL WORKS needs more unusunl
nrlA & l'l'ntt.~. Hnve! rmy inU~i"<1.liting wor1£ 1
Drop by lOu 1\lcsn SE. 2/•l,

AMERICAN
BANK OF
...

New Mexico Book Co.
"New Mexico's large~t bookstore for two generations"
'-.1
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M~ET YOUR FRIENDS HERE
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Thursday, I[~:hr,II!IFY 4, 1971
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for rock climbing,
Courteous ser-vice with a com.plctl' line of mountaineering
gear.

Gerry

o Alp Sport

You Can Have It
This Semester

I

has boots!

hiking and camping.-

I

"
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Chinese typewriters are so
complex that even the most
skilled operator cannot select
characters from the 1500 offered
at a rate of more than 11 words
per minute.

MOUNTAIN
CHALET

. I

Levi's for Gals
LEVI'S
FAMOUS
FIT
WHETHER IT BE
TRADITIONAL
STYLING STA-PRESS,
CAREFREE, HOMESPUN
OR
THE DRAMATIC
FLARED o LIVE
TODA YS HOTTEST
FASHION LOOK.
LEVI'S ALWAYS
LOOK GREAT

.

FIRST
QUALITY
ALL-WAYS
'-

"

(~

MR. LEVI'~" ·

Al\-1/~F'M mnltir•Icx radio with st>rn.tch nntl

rumblo filwrs. United l''rcir<ht ~nfc.•, 3ll20
San Mntoo NE. 9·9 l\Ion.-l:1at. Until G 011
Sunday. 12/10
_
SI.IGHTJ,y SCRATCHED 1071 Zigzag
Sewing MnrhinC! to be soltl on flrBt rome..
first served basis. $34.00 oa<h. UNITED
FREIGHT SAI,ES. 3920 !Jan Mateo NY.;.
D·D Jllon.-Snt. Until li on Sunday. 12/10

NJ;. 2/ll.

298·1828

I

I(J

F!Vl': 1071 CO!IIl'ONF:NT SJ•:TS, loO wntts
with vrofC':V'lionu.1 ~<·I'il!:~. Garrard chan{!'£'r
with rt:t~ing device and nntisknt-(1 rontrol ..
T'\"(1-h.•e ap"alcrr nit RU~J1cnsion RY8t(!lt1.

PAR'!' TJ.Mg COUNTER MAN. Ar>J>Iy in

89 Winrock Center

0

2/17
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Lylo

0
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NEW LOCATION. • •

Third & Central NW
Albuquerque Sunport
UNM Student Union

day or S4.16

FORSALE

5)

Come see us
•
1n our

Stuart

in voter registration and a
lowering of residency
requirements in national elections.
These provisions, along with
lowering the voting age in national
elections, were pat·t of the Voting
Rights Act Amendments of 1970.
Under the Supreme Court's
decision, any citizen who has lived
in a state thirty days prior to a
Presidential election can vote in
that election as a resident of the
state. The same rules, however, do
not apply to Congressional
elections.
"The startling fact," said
Norvell, "is that another class of
voters 18 and over has been
created, in which residency in this
state for thirty days entitles its
members to vote for President and
Vice President, but not for United
States Senator and not for United
States Represenative, and not for
any state or local officials."
Norvell said he hopes the N.M.
State Legislature will move to
"apply the Oregon vs. Mitchell
standards regarding 18-year·old
suffrage to state and local
elections in order to provide some
uniformity to our election laws."
However, said Norvell, while
changes in the residency
rl'quirements ean be based on the
Oregon vs. Mitchell decision, it
will take an amendment of the
New Mexico constitution to lower
the voting age for state ,and local
elt'ctions.
An amendment to New
Mexico's constitution will be
necessary, said Norvell, because of
tht• Supreme Court's decision that
the 18-year·old vote is
"unconstitutional and
unenforceable" as it pertains to
state and local elections.
The United States Constitution
guarantees the right of states to
regulate election of their
Congressional and local officials.
Several bills that would amend
the state constitution to allow
18-year·olds to vote in state
elections have been introduced in
the current session of the
legislature.

-z-

<'LAHSES & Tl'TORING in Sr•naiP!t. Sre•
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18-Year-Olds Given Vote

Grave concern for th:e systems and has some calculus and
environment on the part of physics prerequisites. Information
Sunday Feb. 14 7PM
students and faculty at UNM has on the three credit hour course
prompted a host of new courses may be obtained by calling the
Newman Center 1915 Las Lomas NE
being offered this semester electrical engineering department
ranging
from air pollution to at 277-4924.
,_,!
Speakers:
nuclear
energy. Most of the
The geography department has
Entertainment:
courses
are
designed
for
scheduled
several courses of
HAIR DESIGNS
Films:
non-science or non-degree interest to those concerned with
FOR MEN
students and have few or no the environment. They include:
50c Mexican Food
prerequisites.
-Microclimatology 353, the
Coloring
The
engineering
department
study
of heat exchange,
Straightening
Everyone Welcome
offers:
temperature,
moisture and wind
Hairpieces
-Air Management and the in air close to the ground in local
Sales & Service
For more information call 268-8871
Environment, taught by Lane areas, Analysis of the roles of
Kirkpatrick, Albuquerque air vegetation, land-forms, soils, water
management engineer, and Francis bodies, and urban structures in
2914 CentralS. E.
255-4371
C. Wessling, assistant professor of producing small-scale variations in
mechanical engineering at UNM. limited locales.
:
Designed
for non-technical
-Environmental
:
:
students and presented in a Systems-Applications, 472, is a
non-mathematical fashion, the study of various environmental
course will survey air pollution systems in terms of their human
.
and place it in perspective with behavioral outputs, redesign as an
other ecological p'roblems. element of system improvment,
Outside speakers and tours of area and system evaluation and design
facilities are included in the implementation. This course
curriculum. Interested stlldents follows the first semester,
may call 277-2605 for Environmental Systemsinformation on the course, which Concepts, but the first semester is
carries three credit hours and .is not a prerequisite. The objective
open to non-degree or degree of the class will be the
students. There are no development, by the class, of
prerequisites.
some realistic statements about
TITLE:
Th~ New i\forality, Situation Ethics
-Engineering in its Social the linkages between different
Context, taught by Marion forms of environment and human
BOOKS:
l\Ioral Responsibility, Joscph Fletcher
Cottrell, associate professor of behavior.
civil engineering, will focus on the
-Physical Geography of North
Storm over Ethics, John Bennett
impact of technology on society America, is described as a detailed
and vice versa. The three credit study of the development of the
COST:
$25.00 for credit
hour course is open to non-degree surface landforms and associated
$10.00 for audit
or degree students who are juniors physical phenomena of North
or seniors. Emphasis will be America with special emphasis on
TIME:
p 1 a c e d on major issues soils, vegetation and Pleistocene
Tue. & Thur., 1:00-2:30
confronting society as a result of prerequisite of Geography 481 or
advancing technology and will permission of the instructor.
PLACE:
Canterbury Chapel
consider how public decisions in
The geography courses all carry
425 University, N.E.
technological fields are made and three hours of credit and
the implications of public science information on them may be
I:'\ ST.:
W. E. Crews, B.A., M.Div.
policy on international relations. obtained by calling 277·2843
For information on the course call
Dept. of Theology, U of A
277-2722.
AMISTAD
Chaplain, Canterbury Chapel
-Applications of Nuclear
Amistad
has changed the
Energy, taught by Glenn Whan,
meeting
places
of several
chairman of nuclear engineering
scheduled
classes,
effective
Feb. 8.
department, is designed to
Witchcraft
and
the
Occult
will
acquaint humanities and social
meet
Monday,
7:30
p.m.
in
science
students
with
nuclear
u
i
I~
110
and
Friclay,
Mitchell
Hall
energy and its peaceful
applications in many areas of 7:30 p.m. in room 127 G of the
human affairs. Tours of Sandia Honors Center.
Relevance and Social
. Labs, Los Alamos Scientific Labs
and the Lovelace Fission Product Anthropology will meet Monday,
Inhalation Laboratories are 7:30p.m. in Mitchell Hall 109.
The Latin American topics
included in the three hour courses
forum
will meet 7 p.m.
which has no prerequisites.
Non-degree and degree students Wednesday in Mitchell Hall 206.
Cosmic Awareness will meet
are both welcome to enroll and
Tuesday,
7:30 p.m. in Mitchell
II
only elementary mathematics and
I
n , ,;-ebra will be used in the class. Hall 108.
Existential Role playing will
For more information call nuclear
meet
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m. in
engineering at 277-5431.
Mitchell
Hall 110.
-Cybernetics, a course for
Tarot
will meet Wednesday, 8
non-science and non-engineering
p.m.
in
Mitchell
Hall119.
majors, will be offered this spring
by the department of electrical
The largest nude sea- and
engineering imd computer science. sunbathing camp in the world is
The course will consider Montalivet on the west coast of
commun·ication, feedback and France, which has a population of
control of information flow up to 10,000 naturists.

/JJ. e
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MATH TUTORING
Evan's Learning Center has
professional math tutors. If you
arc ha\'ing trouble with college
math come sec us.

North Face
Climbing & camping equipment

Individualized instruction offered at Evelyn '\Vood Reading
Dynamics 1vill permit you to
start reading faster I'\0\V! And
von
can use vour
UNM text•
•
books for practice in the course!
Schedule your study hours in
the our private practice area
and you could be reading three
times faster before you takr
your fourth week exams.

If von
would like more informa,
tion or would like to schedule
a FREE MINI LESSON please
call Ann or Pam at 265-6761.

Df}wn Sid Jackets~Cross

come by and see us at our new location

Country Skis-Down Mittens

EVELYN WOOD READING DYNAMICS

Ski Gloves-Warm Up Pants
1106 Eubank NE

EVANS LEARNING CENTER

301 San Pedro Drive NE

Ph. 265-6761

298-4296

Five Years In Albuquerque, over

3000

Graduates
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Teacher Evaluation Big Success

PERUSED" BOOKS
GREAT SAVINGS

THE BOOKCASE
l\Icsa SE

(New Location)

Across Central From Hodgin Hall

SANDWICH
SHOP

Are You
Fed-Up
with Registration?
Are You
Trying to
Postpone a Speedy
Return to
Institutional Food?
If You Are
S.oth or Either
of the Above
Sun.
Come to

Bhudda's
for Good Food
and Vibes!

3000 copies of ASUNM's
teacher evaluation will be
distributed on campus during
registration week, "The 6000
copies of the first printing were
gone in a few days," said Ernie
Kilker, coordinator and
contributing editor of the
booklet. They were distributed on
campus the week before finals,
An evaluation for last spring
had been planned but it was
forced to defer to the strike.
Originally the plan had been to
use a type of grading system,
tabulating the results by
computer, but Kilker said, "We
could not see the value of using
the grading system on professors,
when that same system has little
or no value in really measuring
student ability or performance.
However we did feel that grades
might be useful as supplemental to
some other additional form of
evaluation."
It was decided to stay mainly

TIRED 'A LIVIN?
SCARED 'A DYIN?

Try •••
3rd Annual

KJNG KONG
Memorial Tribal Stomp
with

OPEN

MUDD

and

Mon.-Sat.
11 A.M.-3 A.M.

KING KONG'S OWN
MAGICAL HOUSE BAND

11 A.M.-1 A.M.

Sat., Feb. 6

8:30-1 :00

SUB Ballroom

1600 Central SE
842-6736

Still Only 75c
sponsored by ASUNM

Records
ALBUM

I.JST l'lt!CJ-;

GEORGE HARRISON
CHICAGO III
NEW QUICKSILVER
JOHN LENNON
STEPHEN STILLS
JANIS JOPLIN-PEARL
NEW MOUNTAIN
JEFFERSON STARSHIP
NEW ZEPHYR
BLACK SABBATH-PARANOID
PENTANGLE-CRUEL SISTER
WORST OF THE
JEFFERSON AIRPLANE
CREEDENCE-PENDULUM
JOHNNY WINTER AND
EMERSON, LAKE AND PALMER

OU!t I'RICF:

$11.98
$9.98
$5.98
$5.98
$5.98
$5.98
$5.98
$4.98
$4.98
$4.98
$4.98

$8.25
$6.75
$4.25
$4.25
$4.25
$3.99
$3.99
$3.29
$3.29
$3.29
$3.29

$4.98
$4.98
$4.98
$4.98

$3.29
$3.29
$3.29
$3.29

•

ctrcus
1708 Central SE

11 am to 8 pm
12 am to 6 pm

243-1988
OPEN
Monday-Saturday
Sunday (call to make sure)

with in the Arts and Sciences
group requirement courses. A few
courses were also included which
seemed to "generate unusual
student interest."
Kilker said that the mRin
complaint he has received from
students about the evaluation was
that it was not comprehensive. Be
added, "Unhappily, we were
unable to include any other
college except Arts and Sciences.
We received some nibbles of
interest from education and
architecture, but the preliminary
commitments were not taken
through to completion."
The booklet covered less than
25 professors, but each evaulation
contained information gathered
hy the writer after sitting in on
several classes, examining the
results of the survey and the
student comments, and when
possible conducting an interview
with the instructor. The
evaluation was also heavily

sprinkled with full page cartoons
by Joe Bartshorne which Kilker
sa1. d , '' go a I ong way in
humanizing the book."
ASUNM has allocated $1700
for teacher evaluation of which
$1300 has been spent. "A Modest
Proposal" included in the booklet
by Kilker suggests that .:.valuation
be carried out by the individual
departments. He also suggests that
undergraduate offices be set up to
give undergrads the same
opportunities that graduate
students now have in their various
departments to go "for
information, consolation or
direction."
Kilker said that if there is
enough student participation to
continue the evaluation next
sem:ster, he wants to, "challenge
the Idea that an instructor has the
right to refuse an evaluation
during class time.''

Non-Technical Courses
Slated by U Engineers
The UNM engineering
department is offering four
non-technical courses this
semester to acquaint humanities
students with engineering
problems. The courses are open to
degree and non-degree students
and carry three credit hours each.
A course in cybernetics is being
offered by the electrical
engineering and computer science
department. The course, which
will consider communication,
feedback and control of
information flow systems, has
some calculus and physics
prerequisites. Daniel Peterson,
associate professor in the
department will teach the class. It
is scheduled for Monday,
Wednesday and Friday from 9:30
to 10:20 a.m. in electrical
engineering building, room 217.
No prerequisites are required
for a course in applications of
nuclear energy. The course will
include tours of Sandia Labs, Los
Alamos Scientific Lab, and the
Lovelace Fission Product
Inhalation Laboratories.
Nuclear engineering department
chairman, Glen Whan will teach
the class. It is scheduled for
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday
from 2:30 to 3:20 p.m. in Farris
Engineering Center, room 143A.
Engineering in its social context
will be the focus of another
course designed for non-science

persons. Associate professor of
civil engineering Marion Cottrell
will teach the class, scheduled to
study in depth the impact of
technology on society and vice
versa.
Emphasis will be placed on
major issues confronting society
as a result of advancing
technology and will consider how
public decisions in technological
fields are made and the
implications of public science
policy on international relations.
Interested students must be
juniors or seniors to attend, but
need no other prerequisites to
attend.
Albuquerque Air Management
Engineer Lane Kirkpatrick and
Francis Wessling of the UNM
engineering department will
instruct a class in air management
and the environment. The course,
which has no prerequisites, will
survey the field of air pollution
and place it in perspective with
other ecological problems.
0 utside speakers knowledgeable
in the field and tours of area
facilities are included in the
curriculum.
Interested persons can obtain
more information about the
courses by calling the enginef.'ring
department.

The shortest time ever recorded
for the amputation of a limb in
the pre-anesthetic era was 33
seconds through a patient's thigh,
causing the loss of three fingers to
the surgeon's assistant.

~~tUN~~~~?.~~~ ~~S?.n~~~tq~~y~

Colorful Presentation 'Grades' Profs

at

109

Eight UNM Departments
to

included
f h h in a national evaluation
o ig ·ranking graduate faculties
and pl'Ograms recently released by
the American Council on
Education (ACE).
The ratings, covering 36
disciplines, were determined by a
survey of 6093 scholars in a
manner similar to a 1964 study
which included five UNM
programs. Only programs
encompassing a doctoral degree
were included in either study.
Ranking highest among the
UNM listings are programs in
anthropology, Spanish and
psychology. Other rated UNM
programs are in English, geology
physiology, electrical engineering'
and civil engineering.
Several programs in the current
rating are listed as having
improved in quality si.nce 1964
when the first compilation was
made by the ACE of highly
regarded graduate programs.
These include English, geology,
psychology and anthropology,
'l'he UNM programs in
physiology and civil engineering
were not included in the 1964
ACE ratings.
The survey from which the
current ratings were made was
initiated in the spring of 1969 to
meet the ACE's commitment to
conduct a follow-up 1964 survey
by Allen Carter.
A total of 130 universities were
included in the current ratings,
UNM is the only one frcm New
Mexico,
Logan Wilson, presid<.>nt of
ACE, said: "Thl' <.>valuations were
u ndf:'riaken in the expectation
that they would bP useful to the
supporters, producers and
consumers of graduate
t'd ucation."
Tlw method used to compile
the 19 69 survey was similar to
that followE>d in 1964. More than
6000 scholars throughout the
country Wf:'re asked to rate quality
of faculty and effectiveness of
program in the 36 disciplines
accmding to their estimate of
strength. The questionnaire
included a number of categories
of ratings, from "distinguished"
downward.
"I am pleased that a number of
UNM departments were included
in thl' current graduate program
ratings and that several are shown

UNM' s graduate dean and research
'
vice ;?resident George p. Springer
said. "UNM graduate programs
have been hampered by a lack of
adequate funding in recent years,
as the North Central Association
of Colleges and Secondary
Schools noted in its accreditation
report two years ago, It is a
tribute to om· faculty that we are
able to continue to maintain
quality in our programs."
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Emily Post puts her elbows on
the table.

~ . Servire
Worship
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9,30

this
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College Club

Tuesday, 7,30 p.m.

weekend

Westminster Building
Nursery Available

with
THE OWL
AND THE

823 C()pper Ave. NE at Locust NE

Guivira Boakshop:

f

~

Save Your Cash Receipts From Our :Store!
10% credit on all receipts
during Closed Week, May 21-26
We special order any book at
No Extra Cost!

~
~
~

~

~

2128 Central SE

~

:
~
~
~
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242-7617

PUSSYCAT

~

Across from UNM Journalism Dept.
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BUITERFIELD PERSONAL
SERVICE JEWELER

TONITEl

ScrODr'!JI•vbv BUCK I£NRV
.........
,.,..,,,.,ou ~~ PAHAVISION' COlOA
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RAY STARK HERSERTROSS

2:00-3:50
5:40-7:30-9:30

7:35

~~•.~.~~ reated

9:30
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for the
LOVE season.

a bride idea . ••
with the diamond ring
selected ... HIS gold circlet
band* is at no cost! See our collection real soon.

"DIRECTOR MIKE NICHOLS
HAS CREATED A WORK OF
ART!" -David Goldman. CBS Radio

*a 29.95 value

"Comes up like thunder! Mar·
ve/ous/y impressionistic and

real!"

-Arthtr Wmslen, N 't' POST

"'CATCH-22' says many things
that need to be said again and

2312 CENTRAL SE . , . ONLY MINUTES FROM WHERE YOU ARE

again! Alan Arkin's perform·

ance as Yossarian is great!"
-Jo~rph Morgenst~rn.

AlAN ARKIN

------

TRY THESE

Lamont Cranston is afraid of
his own shadow.

NON-CREDIT CLASSES

1~

include:
Investing Courses
Japanese
Jewelry
Macrame
Mathematics Courses
Memory Improvement
Office Procedures
010 and 020 Courses
Philosophy Courses
Photography Courses
Real Estate Courses
Religion
Review Courses
Remedial Courses
Secretarial Courses
Sewing Courses
Shorthand Courses
Small Business Management Courses
Social Service Technician Courses
Spanish Courses
Speodreading Courses
Study Techniques
Success Assurance
Supervisory Development
Tailoring
Typing Courses
Weaving
Welding Exploratory Courses
Woodworking .
Writing Courses
Yoga

·22

TECHNICOLOR. PANAVISION'

..

FLAVORED IN FLAME •..

Division of Continuing Education

AMIKE NICHOLS FILM

IMJIIINBAlSAM R!~HARDB!NJAY.i\ ARTHJRGIRfm!l JACKGiliDRO EUCKH!~~Y. BDBMI\1AR1.
~~THO~YPIF.KI\S PA~IAFR(N:JSS II.ARII\SHHrJ JO\VG!"RT& ORSON WEllES ASDR!IOII

during registration

offered by the University of New Mexico

IN

NEWSWEEK

1

fasf refreshing freafs

Adobe Courses
Advertising
Albuquerque
Art Courses for Adult.~
Art Courses for Children
Art Courses for Youth
Aviation Ground Courses
Business English
Crafts Courses for Adults
Crafts Courses for Youth
Creativity-Choice or Chance
Creative Writing Courses
Dancing
Data Processing Courses
Ecology
Elementary Ceramics
English Courses
English Review
French
Genealogy Courses
German
Golf Courses
Graphoanalysis
Great Decis ions Program
Guitar
Hebrew
History of the Jewish People
History of New Mexico
and the Southwest
Self Hypnosis
International Cuisine

Double-date

"ljhurch

H:\MBrit<mn:-;
BAR H-<!

FRENCH PRIER
O~IOX HlNGH

FI:->II
TEXIH;;RLOIX
IIOT I>OGH
.TH. SIZED BCHGERS

('IIEESEBrRGERS
CHEESF. &/OR CIIILI DOGS
TACOS
HED & GIUmN CHILI
COFFEE, ICED TEA, MILK

'

LARGE
DINING
ROOM

FROM THE FOUNTAIN . . .
MALTS, SHAKES
FIESTAS
SUNDAES
SUNDAE SUPREMES
P ARFAI'l'S
SHORTCAKE
BANANA SPI,ITS
1\m. MIS'l'Y-7 FLAVORS
SODAS
CONES & DIPS
BUSTER BARS, DILLY BARS, FROZEN MISTY ETC.
17 FLAVORS

Home of fine "Brazier" foods

FAST SERVICE
AMPLE PARKING
TAKE OUT ORDERS

Prices Same
As Last Semester

For course description, fees, times, etc. pick-up a Community College bulletin at the continuing Education Building located on the
Northwest corner of Lomas at Yale (805 Yale NE) or call 277-2215
or 277-2931

........

..

brazie~::

2300 Central SE
(across £rom Popejoy Hall)
812-9270
University Dairy Queen #8
etb USQI4WU

Z11dBigWeek I
Filmed in PANAVISION®and METROCOLOR
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A planned constitutional
amendment introduced by
Republican House Minority Leader
Tom Hoover to consolidate the
separate boards of regents and the
New Mexico Military Institute
(NMMI) board of regents into a
single 11-member body should be
defeated.
Hoover introduced the planned

directly contrary ~o on~ major
objection currently bem~ voiCe~ by a
number of legislators, I.e., tha't the
current boards of regents have
delegated too much of their
authority. Surely an 11-member
board could not be expected to
watch the six four-year institutions
as well as the seven sepa:mte boards
are currently doing. Indeed, Hoover's
plan
calls for a built-in fu~ther
amendment because he said he was
delegation of powers by sheer vrrtue
"quite concerned about the
of
the fact that board members
duplication that is occurring at
would
not be able to give the
universities around the state and
detailed attention to other
especially in the graduate programs."
university-related
matters such as
Such duplication, Hoover correctly
asserts, is a waste of manpower,
construction, faculty contracts and
facilities and most importantly the
student - faculty- administration
taxpayer's money, as a recent Board
relations as they are currently able to
of Educational Finance (BEF) study
do.
Hoover's objections to the waste
has pointed out.
that proliferating programs cause are
B u t the answer to this
important
ones and actions should
proliferation is not a consolidated
be taken to see that they are
board of regents.
resolved. But the legislature should
Hoover complains, and the BEF
do this in a manner whereby the
Study of Higher Education in the
BEF would be given the power to
State of New Mexico confirms, that
c axry out their recommendations
there is an unnecessary duplication
while still leaving the individual
of programs offered in the state's six
boards in a position whereby they
four-year institutions. For example,
can keep the close watch on the
the BEF study points out that five of
universities that they now maintain.
the six four-year institutions offer
Don Burge
'You're Quite Right, Sir, We Are Dirty, Odious, Repulsive, Filthy Kids-We've Been Cleaning
Up The Oil Slick In The Bay!'

editorial
Consolidated
Board of
Regents

No Answer
"

masters degrees in several education
related fields, mathematics,
chemistry and English. Clearly such
proliferation is unneeded.
In its study the BEP called for
several of these programs to be
consolidated and recommended that
still others be phased out entirely.
Hoover. however, asserts,
incorrectly, that the BEF has tried
and failed in the past "to make some
order Ol.lt of this thing, (but) they
don't have the muscle." Yet for the
past two years the BEF has imposed
a freeze on the creation of any new
masters or doctoral level programs
and could do even more under the
b
powers they currently have Y
refusing to . approve programs or by
refusing to include in then· budget
recommendations for universities
any funds for those existing
advanced degree programs they feel
are unnecessary. They could also be
given the power to prohibit the
creation of any new bachelor's level
programs. The legislature could then
follow through by refusing to
appropriate funds if they thought
any particular program was
unnecessarily duplicated.
Additionally, Hoover's proposed
consolidated board appears to go

'

NEW
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Hansen Endorsed
To the Editor:
As Graduate Student Association
(GSA) Council members, we would
like to declare our endorsement of
Bert Hansen for the job of GSA
president. As a member of the
cabinet and an alternate to the
council, Bert is familiar with the
organization. He has been actively
involved in researching bills and has
always been willing to volunteer for
committee work. He can always be
relied upon to perform thoroughly
and efficiently any job. he
undertakes .
Because Hansen is dynamic,
responsible and because of his
familiarity with the University and
the GSA, we urge all graduate
students to vote for him for
president.
Signed: Phil Baca, Joe Battaglia,
Leslie Chase, Bruce Childs, Judy
Kaufmann and Darryl Lane.
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EXICO
GSAC Calls
To Discuss GA Cutbacks

An emergency meeting of the
"The BEF is recommending the
GSAC has been called today to
discuss the Board of Educational increase pf professors at the
Finance (B.EF) recommendations expense of the GA's. We are
to cut the number of graduate hoping for a compromise keeping
teaching assistants (GA's) at UNM the same number of GA's plus an
by GSA Council President Duke increase of professors," said
Pickens.
Duquette.
Funding for UNM is decided on
The BEF recommendation asks
by
the BEF through the Full Time
that UNM increa&e the number of
professors while cutting bdck on equivalent system, (FTE). The
GA jobs. "The administration FTE is figured by adding up the
never informed us this was being total number of semester hours at
suggested so we can't do much UNM and dividing by a theoretical
now. It struck me as a Nixonesque. course load of 16 hours. The
move to first do something and amount left is considered the
tell everyone later," said GSA number of students at UNM and
allocations are made accordingly.
president Bill Pickens.
The
BEF counts two GA's as one
Pickens will back a resolution,
to be introduced at the 7:30 FTE student. The present number
meeting in the Union, requesting of GA's is 489 giving a FTE of
the GSA give him the authority to 244. The BEF is l'ecommending
try to convince the BEF to reverse the maximum number of GA's of
its recommendation and to 420 or an FTE of 210, cutting the
officially express the GSA's anger number of GA's by 69 graduate
at the administration for not student employees and cutting the
informing the GSA of the possible overall number of students
needing state allocations.
GA cutback.
"The decision to recommend a

UNM's Rodey Theatre
Closed by Fire Marshall

letters:
Guilty of Racism
(Note: The following letter was
wxitten befoxe the UNM basketball
team played Bdgham Young
Univexsity (BYU) on Jan. 8.)
To the Editor:
Despite three years of sincere and
just protest, BYU will again appear
to play basketball at UNM, thereby
enriching their coffers toward the
continuation of the Mormon
Church's policies of discrimination
and race-supexiority toward black
people.
The Black Student Union (BSU)
again must express its abhorrence
with the policies of BYU and its
disgust with UNM.
The fact xemains that BYU could
not be here without the support of
UNM's administrators, particularly
the president, and the athletic
department. UNM administrators
continue· to dictate their support of
BYU despite the resolution of
severance passed by the
representatives of the student body,
the student Senate.
In the final analysis of the BYU
situation, the chickens of racism
have come home to roost.
Barbara Brown,
for Black Students' Union

I'

GA cut is disastrous. Allocating a
few extra faculty positions is good
but the recommended faculty
increase will not cover the GA
absences," said Duquette.
"We have more GA's per
professor than the national
average but instead of having
more professors to equal things
out the BEF decided to
recommend a cut in GA 's, This
will hurt UNM because of the
increase in student population.
For the last two years the BEF
has badly underestimated the
growth in UNM's student
population and it looks as if next
year's estimates will be short
again," said Duquette.
GSA officials fear that UNM's
problems stemming from lack of
sufficient funding to properly
educate the exploding student
population will be compounded
by the BEF recommendation.
"Classrooms will be more
crowded than ever if the
recommendation is put into
effect. The BEF is so conservative
so consistantly with money for
UNM that the recommendation is
just another complicating factor,"
said Duquette.

Dean Springer has also been
Rodey Theatre has been closed
asked by the GSA president and
permanently as a result of a appropriated by the legislature, vice-president to speak at the
Photo by CIJUck Feil
however, and as a result the meeting on the complications of
The right of the people to keep "correct or cease use" order University
this year will ask to GA tax exemptions. "I hope
and bear arms is protected by issued last Tuesday by the State
have the funds-about $2.4 besides Dean Springer, we can get
Fire
Marshall's
Office.
both the U.S. and state
million-included in the statewide some tax experts to help explain
Constitutions but extending it to
As a result two of the three higher
Armed Dogs?
education bond issue.
tax exemptions to the graduate
shotgun-armed canines seems to plays scheduled by the Drama
Additionally,
said the community," said Duquette.
be a bit on the ridiculous side. On Department for this semester have University will askSmith
for about $1.4
second thought an armed dog is been moved to the recital hall in
With the debate over the role of
million
to
correct
deficiencies in
probably safer than most armed Popejoy Hall and a third has been other buildings.
GA as a teacher or student, and
humans.
moved off campus entirely.
the IRS l'egulation exempting
In the interim period, however,
GA's from income tax, confusion
The order to close the theatre the drama department will
in the taxing of GA's has arisen.
or to correct t>xisting deficiencies schedule most of its plays in the
The GSA officials decided
came as the result of a code Popejoy Hall Recital Hall. The
''explanation of what taxes we are
passed in 1968. Under the code, first production, "The Trial," is
responsible for would be very
which deals mostly with the use tentatively scheduled for March
helpful at this time," said
of fire resistant construction 18·21.
Duquette.
materials, all buildings on each
university campus are to be
SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON (UPI)-Apollo 14's lunar inspected for conformance with
explorers, improving on the near-perfect, trimmed the course the code,
In addition to ordering Rodey
of their rock-laden spaceship Sunday and aimed for a
closed
Fire Marshall also
splashdown in the Pacific as accurate as their touchdown on ordered the
a number of other
the moon.
buildings to be brought up to
Gov. Bruce King last Thursday
Depending upon which side of the International Dateline standard among which are chose Calvin Horn of businessman. A partner in the
they land, the splashdown technically could come either Zimmerman Library, Popejoy Albuquerque and Austin Roberts Horn Oil Co., Horn is also owner
of the Calvin Horn publishing
Tuesday or Wednesday. On the time clocks of Americans, Hall, Hodgin Hall and Hokona of Farmington as his nominations company. He served in the New
Dormitory. Sherman Smith, viet> to the UNM Board of Regents.
however, landing time 'remains at 2:01p.m. MST Tuesday.
Mexico state legislature, taught
president for administration and
Horn and Roberts are UNM New Mexico history at UNM's
Flight Director M.P. "Pete" Franks said the rocket burst development, said most of the graduates
and former state
the astronauts fired behind the moon Saturday night to lift corrective work for these legislators. Their nominations will community college and is a
member of the president's
themselves out of lunar orbit was "very good, perhaps the buildings is relatively minor in be sent to the state senate for advisory
board.
nature but that the corrections confirmation "as soon as
best ever", but a slight course correction still was needed.
Roberts
received a bachelors
for Rodey amounted to possible," said King,
The course correction was a three second rocket blast, ordered
and
law
degree
from UNM and has
constructing a completely new
The terms of two UNM regents served in the state legislature as
triggered at 11:38 a.m. MST. It changed the speed of the building.
Dr. Norris Bradbury and Dr. L.H. house majority whip and majority
spacecraft by less than one-half mile per hour. At that point
Rodey, Smith said, has been on Wilkinson expired on Dec. 31. floor leader. He is also a member
Apollo 14 was streaking toward earth at about 2,454 mph.
the University's demolition list for Their positions on the Board of of the law firm Tansey,
On the outward voyage, spacecraft commander Alan B. the past five years and that the Regents will be filled for six years Rosebrough, Roberts and
Shepard described Apollo 14 as a "happy little ship," and University has had another drama by Horn and Roberts upon senate Gerding. "We have found two
building on the drawing boards approval.
men of outstanding capability and
although the spacemen reported Sunday they were feeling for
more than four years. Funds
Horn, a 1939 UNM graduate, is high character who will do a fine
"really great," their moonship is much more crowded on the for that bui!dinl( have not been
return voyage.
a well known Albuquerque job in helping guide UNM," King
said.

Crowded Moonship Aims
For Accurate Splashdown
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The Poor

In

Poverty

I could not have been convinced
until recently there is a conspiracy to
keep the poor in poverty. That was
before Gov. Ronald Reagan of
California vetoed federal funds to a
legal aid program for the poor.
The California Rural Legal
Assistance (CRLA) program has won
80 percent of its cases in the four
years of its existence. It has been too

successful at what it was designed to
do-provide for the poor the same
legal protection available to those
who can hire attorneys and are
educated enough to know when their
rights have been violated.
CRLA won a suit to stop the
importation of cheap Mexican labor
by California farms, which had kept
California farm workPrs out of work
or on low pay, and it forced Reagan
to restore $200 million he had cut
from the state's medical aid program.
Another suit won enforcement of
minimum wage laws for women and
children field workers. 22,000
Spanish-speaking children who had
been placed in mentally-retarded
classes because of scores on IQ tests
given in English were retested in
Spanish as a result of court action.
These decisions will cost the state
in some ways, but more importantly
they will raise the costs of the
California farm corporations, to
which Reagan is undoubtedly
beholden.
The California and American bar
associations have praised CRLA, and
a federal evaluation team including a
member of Reagan's staff judged it
"exemplary." Reagan fired the man
and ordered his own investigation
under Lewis K. Uhler, state poverty
director and former John Birch
Society member.
Uhler told Newsweek, "Why
should we pay the salaries for a lot
of guys to. . . sue the state? The
rnost a poor person is going to need a
lawyer for is some divorce problems,

King Appoints Horn, Roberts

some bankruptcy problems, some
garnishment problems. What we've
created in CRLA is an economic
leverage equal to that existing in
large corporations. Clearly that
should not be."
Translation: Poor people should
not have legal aid to force the state
and employers to obey the law. Poor
people should not have an equal
voice with ihe giant corporations
that exploit them, and are able to
buy off government officials and
lobby against laws which would give
farm workers the same protection
long enjoyed in industry.
Reagan was able to veto this year's
$1.9 million grant to CRLA because
a state may refuse federal
anti,\poverty funds. Now it is up to
President Nixon to override the veto
or let the program-and the hopes
and rights of California's poor-die.
Robert Smith

In additiot1 to the 109 pounds of moon rocks the
astronauts are bringing back, Shepard said his co-pilots, Edgar
D. Mitchell and Stuart A. Roosa, also had to find room for an
80-pound docking mechanism that once proved troublesome.
Normally, the probe is jettisoned, but experts want to
inspect it and correct any flaws so future flights will not be
similarly troubled.
The probe is stowed beneath one of the astronauts' seats
and lashed down with a 100-foot rope which Shepard and
Mitchell saved from their moon walks.
The rope was to be used as a tether while they. were
climbing around the rim of cone crater, but the two explorers
ran out of time before they managed to scale the 400 foot
high rise.
Astronaut Prank Borman, who flew aboard Apollo 12,
pointed out the probe could prove a "lethal weapon" if it
ever got loose in the spaceship during the buffeting, 18,000
mph re-entry.
Shepard piloted the lunar lander Antares to within 87 feet
of the programmed landing spot on the moon, and ground
control said he may just bring the command ship down within
"8 7 feet or less of the International Dateline."
Apollo 14 is scheduled to plop il1to the ocean 900 miles
south of American Samoa.

Mondoy, February 8, 1971

Headed North

Astrophysics major, Gary Willinski, prepares for his job as
geophysicist on a floating ice island near the North Pole by using the
University's 15%-inch telescope. (See related story page 5.)

